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Chapter 1051 Main Body“s Arrival 

The federation wants to capture a hostage to force Black Star to unseal the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter? 

As expected, upon hearing this, the expressions on Sagman and the others’ faces changed. They looked 

at the federation’s men with more hostility and caution. 

They did not doubt Kasuyi’s judgments at all, not only because he was the leader of this mission but also 

because his speculation made sense. 

The Arcane Church’s people always had problems with the Federation of Light. If not because the 

federation jumped back and forth on the side they were on during the Planet Lighthouse battle, the 

church would not have lost Ninjia and the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter. Now that Kasuyi said the 

federation wanted to take a captive, Sagman and the others were reminded of how the federation did 

things and agreed with Kasuyi’s speculation. They felt that this was totally something the federation 

would do. 

On the issue of the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter, the church and the federation had been arguing about 

it for a very long time. The church could only endure it all this time because they knew that the Ten 

Thousand Deity Scepter was sealed and the federation could not use or study it as well. Thus, they could 

put up with the federation possessing the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter for the time being. 

However, if the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter was unsealed, the church would definitely not take it any 

longer. 
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Compared to Hila, the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter was clearly more important. They could not let the 

federation have their way! 

Of course, Kasuyi did not guess this; the Mechanic Emperor had told him about it. 

Although the federation was the Mechanic Emperor’s long-time boss, in terms of his plan, he naturally 

would not want something that was especially powerful against Beyond Grade As such as the Ten 

Thousand Deity Scepter to be used by any civilization. In his eyes, being sealed was where it belonged. 

“Since that’s the case, let’s talk with our fists.” Sierron’s expression turned cold, and powerful Pugilist 

flames blasted out as his voice echoed like thunder. “You guys go deal with Hila first; I’ll deal with 

Kasuyi. This is just a doppelganger. When I’m done with it, I’ll help you guys.” 
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Then, he released a thick and blinding Shockwave Blast from his fist like a mini sun. 

Like his nickname, Star Shatterer, his Pugilist style was known for overpowering his enemies head on. 

Kasuyi also fired powerful psychic energy to take on the attack. 

Boom! 



As the two attacks clashed, it was like the sky shattered! 

In a blinding light, the world seemed to have turned white entirely. 

Boom! 

Sierron and Kasuyi fought head-on for the first attack, then turned into two phantoms entangled 

together. Pugilist flames and Void psychic energy clashed hundreds of times every second, emitting 

waves of aftershock as they fought at higher and higher altitudes, creating another battlefield in outer 

space. 

At the same time, the five federation Beyond Grade As quickly descended and stood opposite Sagman 

and the others, while Han Xiao’s Lord’s Avatar and Hila stood on the side. 
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The three sides stood in a triangle shape. 

This could turn into a battle between three sides at any time. 

“So, these are the five sent by the federation…” 

Han Xiao sized the federation’s people up and nodded in his mind. 

He had a rather clear understanding of the strength of these people. Not only did he remember what 

they had done in the previous life, but he also had the detailed data of them collected during the 

Meeting of the Gods. 

The five people from the federation there were all mid-level combatants. Among them, the strongest 

should be Crystal Soul, who had a Universal Treasure named ‘Star Crown’ and had a similar position as 

the church’s Sagman. The weakest among them should be Hades, who had only joined the federation 

recently. He had similar strength to Tolaen. 

What was worth paying attention to was Mornisa. Han Xiao remembered that she was once the 

Mechanic Emperor’s student and followed alongside the Mechanic Emperor to study machinery before 

she became known. She had only become a Beyond Grade A later. Han Xiao was wondering if she was 

an actor as well. 

While Han Xiao was secretly analyzing the situation, Sagman and the others were in a dilemma as well. 

They did not know if they should fight Hila or the people of the federation first. 

If they fought Hila first, the federation’s people would disturb them, and the federation might achieve 

their goal if they were not careful. 

However, if they fought the federation first, they would feel stupid for leaving Hila on the side after 

fighting her half way, only to help her fight others. 

At this time, the federation’s Hades suddenly spoke in the public channel. 

“People of the Arcane Church, although we have different goals, we can’t waste our trips here. If you 

turn to fight us, we will all become a joke. So, we might as well first get rid of Black Star’s Lord’s Avatar, 

then beat Hila till she can’t fight back, control the situation, and then discuss what to do with her.” 



In Hades’ eyes, Sierron would definitely be able to handle Kasuyi’s doppelganger. If they got rid of Black 

Star’s Lord’s Avatar, they would still have Sierron while the church would not have Kasuyi. With the two 

sides no longer balanced, they would be able to control the situation and take Hila away. 

Hearing this, Sagman was a little hesitant. He then looked up at Kasuyi, turned to look at Black Star’s 

avatar and Hila, and made up his mind, nodding with clenched teeth. 

“Okay, take down Hila first.” 

At this moment, he made the decision not to listen to Kasuyi’s order from earlier. 

Just as Hades said, if they suddenly turned to help Hila right after they were beating her up, he would 

indeed feel stupid, and they would become a joke throughout the universe. 

Another reason was, unlike Kasuyi, Sagman was not willing to waste all this effort. Therefore, he wanted 

to take a gamble—if they could kill Hila while working together with the federation, they would also 

shatter the federation’s plans. If they killed the hostage, they would never have to worry about the 

enemies taking her hostage. Perfect. 

This was also partially personal. Being locked inside the Spacetime Amber did not feel good. He could 

still remember it vividly even now, and he was ashamed of it. He had always hoped to hurt Black Star 

deeply, so from the bottom of his heart, he was not willing to give up this opportunity to kill Hila and 

hurt Black Star. 

Earlier, Hila had shown her powerful regenerative ability, so dragging the fight out was not optimal. If 

ten Beyond Grade As worked together, their explosive damage would counter Hila’s regenerative ability 

to a certain extent. This was also why Sagman thought about killing Hila while working together with the 

federation. 

He knew that both sides had ulterior motives. Even if they worked together, they would still secretly 

hold each other back. However, he was confident that he could create an opportunity to kill Hila right 

under the federation’s nose—he had a few powerful forbidden spell scrolls that were yet to be used! 

With a little bit of discussion, the two sides barely came to an agreement. The next second, the ten 

Beyond Grade As of the federation and the church turned around, their hostile sights focused on Hila. 

A horrifying pressure arrived like a tsunami! 

Hila’s face turned slightly pale, but her expression remained cold. 

At this time, the broad back of a machine stepped before her and blocked away all the eyes filled with 

hostility, as well as all the pressure. 

“Don’t worry. I’m here beside you.” Han Xiao’s calm voice appeared. 

Hila almost dazed. 

It was this familiar scene once again, this back that protected her every time. Her emotions were 

difficult to soothe. 

“Black Star…” 



“What?” 

“… When will your main body arrive?” 

Han Xiao turned and gave her a glance. He then said with a meaningful tone, “No hurry, let me fly for a 

while.” 

… 

Inside the palace of the Beast Ancestor’s stronghold, Gorutan drank while chattering with Sorokin’s 

manifestation, waiting for good news. 

After waiting for quite some time, Sorokin placed the glass down and asked, “Your Excellency Beast 

Ancestor, how far have the troops you sent gone?” 

“What’s the hurry? Do you not trust my subordinates?” Gorutan replied impatiently. 

After experiencing Sorokin’s confident words, he was persuaded. As long as he was not in danger, 

Gorutan was more than happy to make the situation worse for Hila. 

Not long ago, he had given the order for some of his officers to take a fleet and destroy the stargate 

stations nearby, attempting to cut off the route that the dynasty’s reinforcements would arrive in so 

that they would not reach in time and Hila would not have reinforcements. 

“It’s an important issue. If the dynasty’s reinforcements arrive, the situation will become more 

complicated. Killing a Beyond Grade A that’s in the Black Star Army but not an ally of the dynasty isn’t a 

problem as long as it’s done quickly, but the church and the federation might not be willing to commit to 

it if they had to face the dynasty’s forces head-on,” Sorokin said. 

“Tsk, you have a lot of interesting ideas as always.” 

With an impatient expression, Gorutan placed the glass down, took out the communicator to contact his 

officer, and asked, “Where are you? Have you arrived at the stargate station?” 

“F-father… ” The officer on-screen was shivering. “We were intercepted by someone.” 

“Hmm?” Gorutan’s expression suddenly changed as he yelled, “Who dared intercept my men‽” 

“It’s the Mechanic Emperor’s mechanical army, and he brought his Apostle Weapons along. We weren’t 

able to win him…” 

Gorutan suddenly stood up, accidentally toppling the glass and spilling the alcohol. 

“Why did he suddenly intercept my men? 

As a peak Beyond Grade A as well, Gorutan was not afraid of Manison. There was just a difference in 

class styles. He was not willing to mess with someone with such an enormous army like the Mechanic 

Emperor. They had intercepted his men, which did not look friendly at all. 

Sorokin was surprised as well. He softly tapped the table and had an idea. 
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“I have a rough guess. From the Mechanic Emperor’s attitude during the Meeting of the Gods, he 

definitely does not support this mission targeting Hila, so he probably guarded against it earlier. As 

you’re the first one to let this message spread, it can be said that you started this. Hence, the Mechanic 

Emperor must have targeted you long ago, and by fighting you now, it should be to stop you from 

destroying stargates.” 

Having thought of that, Sorokin frowned as he felt a slight headache. 

The Mechanic Emperor had also interfered in this event, which meant that a lot of things might be 

different. Initially, he felt that the federation or the church would most likely succeed, but now, he was 

uncertain. 

Sorokin had known the Mechanic Emperor for a very long time. He knew that this guy was also very 

cunning. Once Manison decided to interfere, it would definitely be more than just dealing with 

Gorutan’s troops. If he guessed correctly, Manison would have made other arrangements. 

“I thought he would be just watching and not doing anything, but he actually secretly restricted the 

movements of the federation. He’s got guts. I’m afraid the chances of this mission succeeding…” 

Sorokin started pondering. Among the hundred or so Beyond Grade As in the entire universe, very few 

were strong enough for him to take seriously, but the Mechanic Emperor was one of them. 

While he was pondering, Gorutan directly contacted the Mechanic Emperor and questioned him. 

“Manison! Why did you hold up my men‽” 

Manison’s face appeared on the screen. “Did you forget the agreement we made in the Meeting of the 

Gods?”” 

“Hila reduced my life span and killed quite many of my subordinates. Are you telling me to just let it 

go?” Gorutan said coldly. “The agreement is all you talk about. Am I, a peak Beyond Grade A, less 

valuable than Hila? You don’t want the others to totally offend Black Star, but are you not afraid of 

offending me?” 

“She’s already facing a dire situation because of you. I hope you can stop here. If she really dies, it won’t 

be beneficial for you.” Manison shook his head. 

Gorutan snorted. “Humph, are you saying that Black Star will take revenge? You think I’m afraid of him? 

He’s the one who messed with me first. If he wants to play, I’ll play with him till the end! I’ll get rid of 

one of his most important comrades and teach him a lesson.” 

Every time he thought of how big a loss he had taken and how he had been threatened by Black Star, he 

became more furious. 

“I hope you can think of the bigger picture,” Manison said with a deep voice. 

“I’m not the one that’s making the move right now. Plus, that’s your big picture, not mine,” Gorutan 

sneered coldly. “I’m giving you face by playing along with that shared battlefront thing. This is between 

Black Star and me; it has nothing to do with you. Yet, you’re here to interfere… What, you really think 

you’re the leader of the Beyond Grade As and have the right to control what I do? Let me tell you, don’t 

get ahead of yourself!” 



Manison narrowed his eyes, giving him a deep look before hanging up. 

Gorutan snorted, shattered the communicator, and threw it aside as he walked to the door. 

Sorokin regained focus and hastily asked, “Where are you going?” 

“Humph, the Mechanic Emperor is holding up my men. I’m not going to wait here for him to let them go. 

I’m going to bring my men back, and if I have time, I’ll destroy a few stargate stations on the way.” 

Gorutan walked out directly. 

… 

At the Black Star Army’s stronghold, the battle had lasted quite a while and become a fight between 

three sides. 

After the Federation of Light’s fleet and Mornisa’s mechanical army joined the battle, the defensive fleet 

of the stronghold was once again restrained. The two sides fought intensely around the planet. The scale 

of the battle could already be considered a galactic battle. 

Sierron and Kasuyi’s doppelganger were still fighting. Kasuyi was strong. Relying on his enormous mana 

pool, he temporarily stalled Sierron with just a doppelganger while dividing the battlefield at the same 

time. 

This award-winning actor was the most important part in helping Han Xiao to stall the federation. He 

was of great use. 

Han Xiao was secretly glad about this. If both parties had focused on Hila, the situation would have been 

close to impossible to get out of alive. In that case, he would have had no choice but to execute the final 

plan. 

However, even though there was an actor on the enemy’s side, Hila’s situation was still extremely tough. 

The attacks from a total of ten Beyond Grade As filled her vision. It was horrifying. 

Despite having successfully linked with Aurora, Hila still could not fight back. It had nothing to do with 

her regeneration ability; she was just completely overpowered. If not because she was absorbing 

Aurora’s vital energy, her one-time reviving ability would have been used long ago. 

And this was with Han Xiao forcefully taking on part of the pressure that she was facing without 

considering his losses. 

With so many Beyond Grade As working together, the power of their attacks would not just be additive. 

Han Xiao’s mechanical soldiers were destroyed countless times and reaching the limits of [Waste 

Modification]; he would not be able to rebuild them if this kept going. 

‘Mechanical Catastrophe’ Francisco had set up a space stabilization anchor and wormhole disrupter, and 

the Federation of Light fleet had set up another layer after they arrived. The spacetime of this area was 

way too stable, so Han Xiao could not open his secondary dimensional army box and Dimension Factory. 

All he could use was the troops stationed in the stronghold. Hence, he had no choice but to deal with 

the spacetime stabilization device through Virtual Intrusion. 



However, both the federation and the church had measures against this. That was especially so for the 

federation. Not only did they have Mornisa, they also had another Beyond Grade A Virtual Mechanic 

who was providing ranged assistance and protection for their artificial intelligence. 

If the mechanical army was destroyed, just one Lord’s Avatar would not be able to fight ten Beyond 

Grade As. 

Fortunately, they’re not so united. The church and the federation are cautious of each other, which 

somewhat decreases the power of their attacks, Han Xiao thought. 

He turned around and glanced at Hila. Currently, he was separated from her, and not far away, 

countless attacks were being thrown at Hila. The situation she was in was extremely dire. She was 

receiving tons of damage every second. The glow of vital energy never disappeared and kept 

regenerating her health. 

Aurora won’t be able to hold on for long even though she’s at the Calamity Grade now. It won’t be long 

before she gets completely exhausted. 

At the same time, Sagman and the others surrounded Hila to attack her while he reminded his 

teammates, “Later, when the next round of the federation’s focus fire heavily injures Hila, Taylor, use all 

those scrolls, some to stop the federation’s people and some to aid our following full power attacks. We 

will eliminate Hila before she can regenerate and shatter her soul!” 

“Got it.” 

Taylor nodded and prepared to use the scrolls. 

While everyone was highly focused, suddenly, an enormous energy source rocketed into the senses of 

everyone present and quickly approached at an astonishing speed. 

“Someone else is here‽” 

Everyone was shocked. Their movements paused as they looked up. 

A mass of light streams were approaching at an extremely high speed from afar, dragging trails of flames 

behind. It was a mechanical army that was extremely huge, dozens of times larger than all the 

mechanical troops that were present there! 

At the front of it was a silhouette shrouded in deep blue flames, heading right toward Hila’s location like 

a meteor. 

“Who is that? They’re so fast! Are they here to help Hila?” 

Sagman was confused. He looked around and realized that the federation’s people had the same 

confused looks. 

At this time, they suddenly saw that Sierron had left his opponent behind and headed right toward that 

quickly approaching dark blue meteor, attempting to stop it and not let whoever had arrived reach Hila. 

The two silhouettes clashed into each other, but the next moment, everyone present watched on with 

disbelief! 



Boom! 

A blood fog exploded! 

It was Sierron who was blown away like a baseball. He flew out while spraying blood, together with… a 

shattered arm covered in blood! 

Sierron had a total of four arms, and one of them had been blown off! 

“What‽” 

Everyone had a look of disbelief on their face. 

Heavily injuring Sierron with one hit? Who is this guy‽ 

This time, the silhouette was also forced to stop in midair after clashing into Sierron. The flames around 

them disappeared, exposing the man inside, whom everyone there was familiar with. He was looking 

down at the ten Beyond Grade As who were surrounding and attacking Hila. 

At this moment, other than Kasuyi, all the Beyond Grade As of the federation and the church were 

completely astounded. 

Black Star! 

How can he be here‽ 

Isn’t his main body in his base? How did he arrive here‽ 

Many Beyond Grade As there did not notice that the moment they saw Han Xiao’s main body arrive, 

more than half of their confidence in this mission instantly vanished. 

They would happily bully Han Xiao’s Lord’s Avatar, but many were instantly afraid to face Han Xiao’s 

main body. 

Han Xiao had an extraordinary combat history. He had proved his strength as a peak Beyond Grade A 

long ago through battles. 
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Seeing Han Xiao’s arrival, everyone felt a strong sense of pressure and became hesitant. Hila made use 

of this opportunity to flee from the encirclement and gasped for air. 

“This is not good…” Sagman was reminded of how it felt to be sealed by the Spacetime Amber, and he 

shivered. 

At this time, facing everyone, Han Xiao slowly spoke. 

“I’m here.” He coldly looked around at the Beyond Grade As who had extremely uncomfortable 

expressions on their faces and said with a calm but pressurizing tone, “Now… it’s your turn to run.” 
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The expressions on the Beyond Grade As’ faces changed. They remained silent and did not respond 

while quickly analyzing the situation in their minds. They all felt that the situation had become truly 

difficult. 

The reason they had surprise-attacked the stronghold was because they wanted to eliminate Hila when 

Black Star’s main body was not present. They did not want to fight Black Star’s main body face to face. 

Black Star had peak Beyond Grade A strength, and his Indestructible Body was extremely tough to deal 

with. Plus, his position was very special. He had the Evolution Cube, so he was very important to the 

dynasty. At the same time, since his main body was there, he had definitely brought along the 

Spacetime Amber. 

It would be drastically more difficult to kill Hila with Black Star’s main body present. 

“There’s probably no chance now. To think that his main body actually came…” Sagman stared at Han 

Xiao with fear. 

If it was any other Beyond Grade A Mechanic, the main body arriving would have been a risk. However, 

Black Star had proved long ago that he was a breath of fresh air among the paper Mechanics. 
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For the time being, everyone was hesitant and did not know what to do. 

Sierron finally stopped his body from being blown away. His face was filled with rage, as well as a tint of 

shock. He pressed on the cut on his arm and glared at Han Xiao. 

As a peak Beyond Grade A, I could not even block the charge of a Mechanic and was heavily wounded in 

one hit‽ 

Thinking of the power of that attack, Sierron was filled with shock. 
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Such a powerful single target attack was rare even for him. 

At this point of time, Sierron only had one thought in his mind. 

What kind of martial art did Black Star use? 

He’s been hiding this trump card all this time… 

Han Xiao’s threat in Sierron’s heart increased several levels. 

He turned to look at his missing arm, controlled his muscles and veins to instantly stop the bleeding, and 

used his Pugilist energy to speed up cell generation. A new arm grew out in no time. Compared to the 

rest of his body, though, its skin tone was visibly lighter. 

Sierron casually blasted his broken arm that was floating in the cosmic space into atoms before slowly 

flying back to the battlefield. He suppressed his shock and rage and did not act immediately. Instead, he 

observed everyone’s expression and pondered. 



Kasuyi was floating quietly on the side while looking at Han Xiao. He did not look like he wanted to speak 

either. 

The battlefield became strangely silent. Han Xiao, Sierron, and Kasuyi, these three peak Beyond Grade 

As, formed a triangle while the rest of the Beyond Grade As fixed their attention on the three of them. 
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Everyone knew that what happened next depended on the discussion between the three of them. 

Black Star’s main body had made a threatening comment right after his arrival, but he did not do 

anything after. The various Beyond Grade As were not surprised by this. After all, they had the complete 

advantage in numbers. Even if Black Star had finally arrived, he would not dare act recklessly. 

He was alone and had no help, so he was probably not willing to face the ten or so Beyond Grade As on 

the two sides at the same time. Thus, he probably had no choice but to endure his rage and solve the 

problem through negotiations. 

Having understood this, the Beyond Grade As present all looked much more relieved. 

Now that the Black Star’s main body had arrived, they did indeed have to retreat. However, that was not 

because they were afraid of Black Star but because there was no need to stay there anymore as the 

success rate of the mission had decreased drastically. 

Although they feared Black Star’s main body and his Universal Treasure, there was no need to be afraid 

of him given how many Beyond Grade As were present. In the eyes of Sagman and the others, Black Star 

alone would be sufficient to protect himself but not enough to cause much trouble. 

While everyone was secretly speculating, Han Xiao waited for the mechanical army behind to catch up 

with him while looking at the interface. 

When Hila was attacked, an Urgent Mission had been triggered on the interface. It was similar to the 

mission for the Planet Lighthouse battle. 

_____________________ 

Urgent Mission—[Rescue Hila] 

Mission Introduction: Hila’s Esper Ability is seen as a threat by multiple Beyond Grade As. With powerful 

talent comes disaster. The church and the federation have decided to eliminate this threat. 

Mission Requirements: Hila surviving in the attack. 

Reward: 75 – 92 billion EXP, +1 Legendary Point, 4 Random Rewards, 4 Unknown Character Summon 

Cards, 1 Blank Character Summon Card. 

Bonus Mission Requirements: Working together with the dynasty’s reinforcements, capture the enemy 

Beyond Grade As. 

Bonus Reward: For every Beyond Grade A captured, draw one ability from the target. 

_____________________ 



This is the most difficult mission I’ve ever seen… Han Xiao was amused. 

The number of Beyond Grade As present was similar to the Planet Lighthouse battle, but Han Xiao now 

only had Hila on his side, and they had to face more than ten Beyond Grade As. The last guy to face this 

kind of situation was EsGod, and he ended up receiving a free 500 years lease for a luxurious single 

person cell inside the dynasty’s prison. 

Nonetheless, the mission rewards were the best he had ever seen. For every person he captured, he 

would be able to draw an ability from that person. The more he captured, the more abilities he would 

be able to draw. 

Now that my main body is here, there’s not a high chance the church and the federation will try to 

forcefully kill Hila in front of me. They’ll probably retreat very soon, and it’s still unknown when the 

dynasty’s reinforcements will arrive. Therefore, in order to complete the bonus requirements, I’ll have 

to rely on myself. 

Han Xiao had already made plans when he was on the way, and he did not change his mind now. 

He focused his thoughts and was reminded of something else. 

On the way there, he had received a report from Black Star Palace; there was a Beyond Grade A who 

arrived on his doorstep to challenge him, and Ames had accepted the challenge. This incident was 

strange in every way. 

The Great Mechanic Han always maintained connection with the base and knew the situation of the 

battle over there. That Traveler guy was showcasing his true powers and maintaining the upper hand, 

but there could only be one Lord’s Avatar at a time. If Han Xiao diverted his attention to what was 

happening at his base, his main body would have a tough time. 

“Interesting, deliberately diverting my attention so that the church and the federation will have an 

easier time… Hmm, Traveler.” 

Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. 

Traveler was a neutral Beyond Grade A on the surface but actually had a very close relationship with 

Super Star Cluster civilizations, which only very few people knew. 

However, to him, Traveler’s identity was no secret. It had been exposed long ago in the previous life. 

Did the church and the federation work together with the Super Star Cluster civilizations on this matter? 

“No, it can’t be.” Han Xiao overthrew this speculation. 

Traveler’s identity was a secret to the outside world. Even if the federation and the church worked with 

the Super Star Cluster civilization, they would not have sent Traveler, or his identity would have been 

exposed. 

“Looks like there’s more to this…” Han Xiao slightly frowned. 

He was not concerned about the truth for the time being. What he knew for sure was that the Super 

Star Cluster behind Traveler definitely had something to do with this. 



The others did not know Traveler’s background, but he knew it clearly. There was no need to even 

investigate it; it would never be wrong to blame the civilization behind Traveler for this, and it would be 

simpler and easier. 

Causing trouble at my house, they’ve got guts. The Throne is still on the way. When it arrives at the 

base, I’ll deal with you. 

Hila flew to Han Xiao’s side. 

The other Beyond Grade As did not stop her but only followed her over and waited beside their 

captains. 

“You… shouldn’t have come.” Hila had a complicated look in her eyes. 
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From the way she looked at it, in order to save her, Han Xiao’s main body had deliberately rushed here 

into this trap, gotten surrounded by more than ten Beyond Grade As, and taken so many risks. 

Hila knew that compared to her, the church and the federation wanted to get rid of Black Star even 

more. Plus, he had the Evolution Cube and the Spacetime Amber with him. If these enemies changed 

their plan to make Black Star the target… she would be the reason. 

Originally, Hila thought that she would definitely die and really wanted to see Han Xiao one last time, 

but when he really came, Hila could not help but worry about Han Xiao’s safety. 

All this time, Hila always lived by being straightforward and direct. Very rarely was she ever caught 

between such conflicted thoughts. 

“If I didn’t come, who’d save you?” Han Xiao turned to give her a gentle smile. “You’re safe now. Why? 

Because I’m here.” 

Hila softly bit her lips and suddenly held Han Xiao’s hand. 

Han Xiao raised his brows and was about to say something when he suddenly felt waves of vital energy 

being sent into his body through Hila’s hand. He received a ton of enhanced statuses on the interface. 

After holding his hand for a few seconds, Hila let it go, adjusted her hair, and coolly said, “Aurora’s 

ability can now enhance the strength of living beings. I can’t do much, only share the vital energy with 

you.” 

“…Thanks.” 

At this time, Sierron said with a deep voice, “Black Star, since you’re here, I’ll give you face. I have come 

up with a deal. Are you interested?” 

He felt that Han Xiao was stalling time to wait for reinforcements, so he did not plan to continue waiting 

and started the conversation. 

Hearing this, Han Xiao turned to look at Sierron, wiped the smile of his face, and said coldly, “Go on.” 



“If you agree to unseal the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter for the federation, not only will we retreat, but 

we can even fight these people from the church with you.” Sierron’s hostile sights moved around Kasuyi. 

Han Xiao’s hit earlier had combined [Charge—Endless Potential] and Silver Shadow’s Character Summon 

Card [Comet Rush]. 

In fact, he had arrived around the battlefield long ago but had been farming distance travelled to make 

this initial hit stronger. Originally, he wanted to first eliminate a more ordinary Beyond Grade A, but 

Sierron unexpectedly came to stop him, so he had no choice but to vent all this power on that thick-

skinned Pugilist. 

Although the power of this attack was far from being enough to make a peak Beyond Grade A Pugilist 

lose his combat capability, it still made Sierron feel threatened. Seeing that the plan would be very 

difficult to pull off, he had given up on capturing Hila as a hostage and attempted to reach his goal 

through a deal. 

Sierron did not know that Kasuyi was an actor yet; he felt that Black Star needed help. 

Kasuyi did not mind at all, “Then, our church will definitely retreat instantly, so you won’t achieve your 

goal. In the end, Black Star will still be the one benefitting from it.” 

Then, Kasuyi suddenly said, “Since the federation has an idea, I shall suggest a deal on behalf of the 

church as well.” 

“Go on.” Han Xiao gave him a calm look. 

“Black Star, I know your Spacetime Amber is very magical and can even imprison Beyond Grade As. How 

about this? We work together and capture these Federation of Light Beyond Grade As, then you sell 

them to us, and we will have chips to exchange for the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter. What do you say?” 

Sierron’s expression became grave as he glared at Kasuyi. 

While the two of them faced off with each other, Han Xiao took a deep breath and said, “No need to 

make things so troublesome. I’m rejecting all of your deals… You came to beat up my men, yet now you 

want to make a deal with me? Don’t even think about it! All of you, come at me together.” 

Sierron’s eyes widened with disbelief as he looked at Han Xiao. 

Kasuyi was surprised too. This was not in the script. 

Not just the two of them, all the Beyond Grade As of the federation and the church were shocked and 

stared at Han Xiao in disbelief. 

Has this guy… lost his mind‽ 

He wants to fight more than ten Beyond Grade As alone, including two peak Beyond Grade As? Is he 

looking to be killed? 

After extreme shock, wrath followed. 

You think us Beyond Grade As are all made of glass‽ Don’t underestimate us! 



Are you not clear of the situation? Sure, your main body has arrived, but do you really think you can 

fight us all alone and that we took a step back because we’re afraid of you? 

“Are you serious?” Sierron’s expression sank completely. 

“You destroyed my stronghold, tried to kill my Deputy Army Commander, but want to retreat right in 

front of me… Do you think that’s possible?” 

Boom! 

Han Xiao’s tone was firm as his energy increased gradually. 

Hearing this, the look in everyone’s eyes became even more hostile. 

Sierron was completely furious. “Think about this clearly! Given the current situation, we won’t hesitate 

to make you the target!” 

Hila tensed up and quickly stepped in front of Han Xiao. Death energy spread out once again as she was 

on full alert. 

No matter what decision Han Xiao made, no matter what strong enemies they had to face, she would 

always fight alongside Han Xiao without any hesitation. 

This time, Han Xiao held onto her shoulder and pulled her behind him. “Don’t have to be so nervous. I 

alone am enough.” 

Before anyone could vent their rage, a sky trembling energy impact exploded from Han Xiao’s body. 

Buzz! 

Violent golden Mechanical Force flickered and danced like lightning whips. Han Xiao’s energy seemed to 

be increasing infinitely. 

Facing so many Beyond Grade As, even Han Xiao did not dare hold back. He instantly used the trump 

Character Summon Cards in his inventory! 

[Mechanic Emperor Character Summon Card—The Ancient Ones]! 

[Tyrant Character Summon Card—Polar Channel Flow—Cellular Overdrive]! 

[Dragon Emperor Character Summon Card—Force Field—Dragon Body]! 

[Nero Character Summon Card—Perfect Mechanical Sense]! 

With the stacked effects of multiple Character Summon Cards, the energy Han Xiao was giving off looked 

horrifying even for peak Beyond Grade As. It even stinged everyone’s senses. 

Sagman and the others’ expressions changed drastically from rage to shock! 

The strength Han Xiao was displaying at this moment far exceeded what they knew about him! 

Even Kasuyi, who had always remained calm, was moved at this moment! 
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Han Xiao’s eyes glowed brightly like two mini blue suns. 

“Let me see how many of you can escape!” 

Before the Beyond Grade As could regain their focus, Mechanical Force lightning shot out from Han 

Xiao’s body, instantly connecting to the mechanical army like an endless web of lightning. 

The next moment, the metal tsunami formed by the mechanical army came crashing down! 

Chapter 1053 I, Black Star, Am Not Cheating! 

Sagman and the others were stunned by Han Xiao’s extraordinary energy levels. They did not expect 

Black Star to really strike. Shocked, they quickly took defensive measures. 

Boom! 

The next moment, the opposing Beyond Grade As were submerged under the sea of mechanical army. 

As the battle started, they became even more astonished. They felt an incomparable level of pressure 

even from the mechanical army. 

If it was the army of a normal Beyond Grade A, they would have been able to easily move in and out of it 

while destroying everything in their way. However, Han Xiao’s mechanical army made them feel like 

they were trapped in a swamp and could hardly move, not to mention breaking out of it. Only Kasuyi 

and Sierron were able to move freely. 

This was not only because the mechanical army Han Xiao’s main body brought was dozens of times 

larger than the two other Mechanics’ armies present but also because the mechanical army’s strength 

far exceeded what they could imagine. The Mechanical Force gave the mechanical soldiers incredible 

levels of enhancements! 

Advertisement 

Han Xiao already had the [Perfect Mechanical Sense] talent, and now he activated Nero’s Character 

Summon Card as well, stacking the two Perfect Mechanical Sense talents, increasing his Machinery 

Affinity to a completely new territory. 

Facing such crushing pressure, the Beyond Grade As of the federation and the church had no time to 

think about anything else other than to subconsciously work together to fight the mechanical army. 

Boom! 

As soon as the battle erupted, it entered the climax and became a huge war. 
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Inside the endless mechanical army, there were over ten spheres of light moving within. Countless 

beams and attacks were gathering toward these light spheres, and these light spheres were the 

battlefields where each of the Beyond Grade As was under intense fire. 

“How can he be this strong‽” Sagman said with a shocked tone. 



“The last time Black Star went all out was during the Planet Lighthouse battle. After more than two 

decades, this is the second time he’s used his full strength. It’s shocking to think that he’s become this 

much stronger!” Taylor was both panicking and jealous. 

More than two decades ago, the few of them who had taken part in the Planet Lighthouse warfare still 

had a vivid impression of Han Xiao’s performance back then. Now that more than two decades had 

passed, they knew that Black Star had definitely become stronger, but they never expected him to 

become so much stronger! 

“This level of pressure is starting to feel similar to the Mechanic Emperor…” Kasuyi’s expression was 

grave. 

He was within Han Xiao’s attack range as well, and he was mainly dodging attacks and slacking while 

thinking about the rest of the script. 

He could understand the reason behind Black Star’s sudden attack—being the party that was being 

attacked, Black Star could not just let them retreat easily and had to, at the very least, display his 

intention to counter-attack. However, the strength Black Star was displaying now exceeded Kasuyi’s 

expectations. 

At this time, Sierron said with a dumbfounded tone, “This is… Polar Channel Flow—Cellular Overdrive!” 

Hearing this, everyone was shocked. 
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Isn’t this one of the explosive abilities of the Pugilist class. Why can Black Star use it too? Isn’t he a 

Mechanic‽ 

“I’m definitely not mistaken. The aura Black Star is giving off feels exactly like this ability. By squeezing 

out his own future potential, he’s exchanging it for higher power!” Sierron said with a firm tone. “Not 

thinking about how Black Star can use this ability, its concept remains the same!” 

This was quickly accepted. Everyone’s expression became complicated. Their sights passed through the 

mechanical army and looked at Han Xiao with shock and astonishment. 

This means that… in order to keep us here, Black Star is willing to burn his own potential‽ 

He could have totally made us retreat. Did he really have to do this much‽ 

If that was the case, they were not surprised as to why Black Star became this much stronger. After all, it 

was only temporary. 

Nonetheless, such explosive power was still quite horrifying! 

Seeing how firm Han Xiao was, many people intended to retreat. 

Kasuyi sighed in his mind. 

Initially, when he saw Han Xiao suddenly taking the spotlight and going off-script, he was a little 

unhappy and wanted to stop him. However, when he saw Black Star’s firm attitude, he decided not to go 

all out. 



Since Black Star had given his all, he planned to give him face and cut him some slack. After all, he 

believed that Black Star knew where to draw the line. 

On the side, when Hila saw Han Xiao displaying his incredible power, she was excited and shocked, but 

when she heard this explanation, she was stupefied. 

The next second, Hila’s eyes turned red, with burning rage and murderous intent! 

She did not think that Black Star would burn his own potential. Looking at the reason behind all of this, 

was Black Star not doing this just to save her‽ 

A stinging pain suddenly struck her heart and flooded her entire body. 

Hila turned around stiffly. The way she looked at Han Xiao was different now. There was only remorse 

and apology deeply embedded in her bones. 

“I…” 

Hila was just about to say something, but Han Xiao waved and interrupted her. 

“You don’t have to say anything. I’m fine.” 

“… I’m so sorry.” 

Hila bit her lips, clenched her fists, and charged into battle without saying anything else. 

Death energy rushed toward the church’s Beyond Grade As together with her like a tornado. Her 

burning rage was all vented on the enemies! 

Looking at Hila’s uncontrollably murderous intent, Han Xiao did not know what to say. 

The side effect of using Polar Channel Flow—Cellular Overdrive was a seven-percent permanent 

increase in the cost of leveling up his character and abilities, which was equivalent to burning his 

potential. However, what these people did not know was that Han Xiao was using the Tyrant’s Character 

Summon Card. Although it only had one usage, the Character Summon Cards had zero side effects. 

Sierron’s misjudgment made everyone misunderstand the situation. 

Let it be. Not like it’s a bad thing. In fact, it’s actually beneficial for me. Han Xiao shook his head. Of 

course, he was not going to explain this to anyone. 

Some of these Character Summon Cards could only be used once to grant him extraordinary strength, 

and using them in exchange for permanent abilities was definitely worth it. 

He was filled with a sense of power he had never felt before. The Tyrant’s Character Summon Card 

made his basic attributes and energy strength far beyond the normal, reaching the standard of the next 

Promotion. While the double Mechanical Sense talents made the power of his mechanical army 

skyrocket. With these two together, he became terrifyingly strong. 

Those that received the most enhancements were elite combatants such as the Apostle Weapons. 

… 



Swoosh! 

Red Devil Tolaen’s leaned back and barely dodged Psionic Prime’s ordinary spear strike, which slashed 

his thick magic shield in half and opened a deep wound on his bone-spike-covered chest, exposing his 

dark brown chest bone. 

Tolaen hastily swung the bones on his tail toward Psionic Prime’s mechanical body, which Psionic Prime 

calmly blocked with his spear. 

Bang! 

As the bones and the spear clashed, a shockwave exploded! 

Tolaen was a powerful melee combat mage with tons of spells that enhanced his various combat 

capabilities, yet Psionic Prime, who was covered in gold Mechanical Force, fought him head-on without 

even taking a single step back. 

“Help! Quickly! His Apostle Weapons are too strong!” Tolaen yelled. 

With the enhancements of two Perfect Mechanical Senses, just Psionic Prime alone gave him enough 

pressure. 

Plus, Psionic Prime was not the only one fighting him—Heaven-Suppressing Banner, Purple Sky Spirit, 

Silver Flash, Scarlet Flame, and many other Apostle Weapons were all focusing their fire on Tolaen. 

The strategy Han Xiao used was to restrain others with his mechanical army while focusing his elite 

troops on one target to defeat them one by one. 

“Useless!” Sagman was heavily surrounded as well. He was frustrated to hear Tolaen’s cry for help. 

However, he could not possibly ignore his ally. He had no choice but to squeeze out some energy to 

provide assistance, launching some powerful light shockwaves toward the Apostle Weapons who were 

attacking Tolaen. 

Buzz! 

At this time, countless nanoparticles swarmed out in the middle and suddenly turned into an enormous 

fortress, splitting Tolaen’s battlefield away from the others. 

This enormous mechanical fortress was surrounded by streams of light that quickly merged into a light 

gold translucent curtain that stood in the path of Sagman’s attacks. 

Boom! 

Sagman’s attacks were all stopped by this light-gold curtain, and countless blinding light arcs erupted! 

Very soon, the blinding light dissipated, showing the absolutely unaffected flickering light curtain, 

leaving the mechanical fortress completed undamaged. 

“Such strong defenses!” Sagman was shocked. 

This mechanical fortress was one of Han Xiao’s Apostle Weapons. His name was Heaven’s Wall. This light 

curtain was somewhat similar to the Psionic Prime Spear; it was also a weapon that was created 



together with the birth of the Apostle Weapon. This light curtain’s name was ‘Wall of Defense’, and as 

its name suggested, it focused on blocking attacks. 

Heaven’s Wall had more than one weapon. He also had ‘Ion Green Flame’, which was used to attack. 

Suddenly, a large number of barrels extended from this fortress, shooting out beams of green light at 

Sagman and the others. This was a special type of ion energy attack. It was not only destructive but also 

had many other attributes. 

“Sh*t, I’m isolated.” Tolaen was frustrated by this situation. Just as he was about to attempt to escape, 

he felt a chilling sense of danger. 

In the blink of an eye, a tiny beam of light crept through the gaps between the mechanical troops 

around and easily penetrated his magical shield. Tolaen hastily tried to dodge it, but it still ended up 

landing on his shoulder. 

Boom! 

The next moment, an enormous wound suddenly appeared on Tolaen’s shoulder. This attack had dealt 

True Damage to him. 

He quickly pressed on his wound and dodged around the other attacks. In moments of panic and horror, 

he looked in the direction that the beam of light came from, where he saw a human-shaped Apostle 

Weapon aiming a special firearm at him. 

The moment Tolaen looked over, this Apostle Weapon suddenly disappeared without a trace. 

Dark Shadow was a sniper-type assassin Apostle Weapon. His weapon was ‘Godly Camouflage’, which 

gave him extremely powerful stealth and infiltration abilities. The firearm in his hands was also a highly 

condensed sniper that could deal a ton of damage to single targets. 

“Damn it, what weapon is that? My regeneration ability is suppressed…” 

Before Tolaen could catch a breath, Mysterious Energy Host arrived. He launched a huge beam of light 

at Tolaen from far away, and Tolaen could only barely activate his magical shield to block it. 

However, Primal Chaos Mysterious Energy had psychic attributes as well. Although Tolaen blocked the 

physical attack, his mind was shocked, and his channeling was interrupted. 

With this golden opportunity, Hila did not hold back at all. She bombarded death energy beams on 

Tolaen like a thunderstorm. Tolaen was soon covered in wounds and bathed in blood. 

“Why are they all attacking me?” Tolaen was frustrated. 

Looking around at the entire battlefield, the one in the worst situation was none other than him. 

I’m just a young new Beyond Grade A. This is bullying! 

As Tolaen was in grave danger, Sagman and the others were also troubled and discussing what they 

could do. 



“Black Star’s mechanical army is way too large and powerful. We can’t be restrained by him here. We 

have to make moves on Black Star himself. Taylor, use the forbidden spell scroll on him.” 

“He has an indestructible body. Will that be able to damage him?” 

“It’s not like we have any better choices. Let’s focus our fire together with the forbidden spell,” Sagman 

said furiously. 

Taylor then tore open an attack-type forbidden spell scroll without any further hesitation. 

Whoosh! 

Magical meteors dashed out from within the scroll one after another, penetrating the multiple layers of 

psionic shields in their path, heading directly toward Han Xiao. This spell had an excellent penetrative 

ability. It was originally planned to be one of the trump cards to heavily wound Hila. 

At the same time, Sagman and the others focused their fire at Han Xiao together with the forbidden 

spell. Light energy shockwaves, Pugilist Impacts, spells, psionic cannon beams, and other forms of 

attacks formed a tide of attacks thrown right toward Han Xiao. 

The enormous energy here attracted the attention of the people of the federation not far away. They all 

looked over at this wave of attacks and were shocked. When facing attacks like this, most of the Beyond 

Grade As would have no choice but to try to escape. 

With the ferocious attack dashing right toward him, Han Xiao, however, was not affected at all. All he 

did was raise his hand, and many sphere-shaped mechanical discs quickly gathered and formed two 

layers of shields that stacked on top of each other in front of Han Xiao. There was a piece of the 

Spacetime Amber on each and every one of those discs. 

Swoosh! 
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Like a river stream hitting a reef, all the energy attacks slid away on the surface of the Spacetime Amber, 

not dealing any damage to Han Xiao at all, making the others feel both grave and jealous. 

The existence of the Spacetime Amber was no secret. The fact that Han Xiao’s main body was there 

meant that this Universal Treasure was there too. 

It could even block the attack of the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter, so the threat of this wave of attacks 

was negligible to Han Xiao. Furthermore, even without the Spacetime Amber, he was tanky enough to 

take on all these attacks. 

It was way too difficult to hurt Black Star’s main body! 

“We can use psychic attacks on his main body,” Hades said hastily. 

Both Crystal Soul and Hades were Psychics. They quickly summoned their maximum psychic energy 

output and attacked Han Xiao. Kasuyi thought about it for a moment. He then decided to do his job on 

paper as well and used psychic energy attacks on Han Xiao while holding back. 



Psychics were professionals in terms of psychic attacks. They could attack the target’s soul from afar, 

which was very difficult to guard against. 

“I fixed my weakness long ago.” 

Unaffected, Han Xiao immediately activated Psyker’s Character Summon Card, [Wall of Mind]! 

The result of that was, he was completely unaffected, while Crystal Soul and Hades were both suddenly 

heavily wounded mentally. Their body shivered, and they became much weaker. 

Psyker’s Character Summon Card could reduce the attack damage dealt by psychic attacks while 

reflecting some of its damage. Hades and Crystal Soul did not hold back at all, so they ate their own 

attacks. On the other hand, Kasuyi, who deliberately held back, was not so unlucky. 

It was not too horrible for Crystal Soul, as he was stronger and even had the psychic type Universal 

Treasure, Star Crown, so he was only a little wounded. 

“He can even reflect psychic attacks‽” 

Hades’ face was pale. He was horrified. 

Does this guy not have any weaknesses‽ 

Unconvinced, the two of them continued to attack. However, the more they attacked, the more damage 

they took from Han Xiao’s damage reflection. Han Xiao remained at ease while the two Psychics kept 

receiving damage. 

With the Great Mechanic Han’s Psychological Resistance, he could actually block a lot of those psychic 

attacks. However, reflecting the damage was clearly much better than him just enduring the attacks. In 

the face of more than ten enemies, he was not going to give up any opportunity to weaken them. 

… 

As the fight lasted for a while, the many members of the federation and the church still had yet to get 

out of their difficult situations. Moving inside the mechanical army was extremely difficult. 

The impact of such an enormous mechanical army, which continuously procced Han Xiao’s True Damage 

talent, was much larger than being able to merely restrain Beyond Grade As. If they did not deal with it 

cautiously and got focused on, they would die right on the spot. Therefore, everyone was on edge. 

If they were facing an ordinary Mechanic, they would have rushed to him long ago. However, there was 

absolutely no point in doing that when facing Black Star. 

He was too tanky, so much so that they did not even think about closing the distance on him! 

However, Sierron was the exception. As a peak Beyond Grade A Pugilist, he could easily be unstoppable 

in the midst of the mechanical army. 

Just like the Tyrant, he also had a True Damage immunity talent, so he could ignore the focus fire of the 

mechanical army. However, the damage he could deal to the mechanical army was nothing given the 

sheer scale of the mechanical army. 



The muscles on Sierron’s arms expanded as he sent a Pugilist shockwave strong enough to obliterate an 

entire planet right toward Han Xiao, but it was still reflected by the Spacetime Amber. Seeing this, he 

clenched his teeth, suppressed his anger, and spoke with Kasuyi. 

“Let’s work together. You restrain the mechanical army to help me get close to Black Star. I’ll try to 

restrain him instead of killing him. 

“I’m out of energy,” Kasuyi replied. 

Sierron was speechless. 

You were so energetic earlier when you fought me as if you had infinite energy, but now you’re saying 

that you’re out of energy? Who the hell are you trying to fool‽ 

Sierron was furious, so he left Kasuyi alone and charged toward Han Xiao alone, destroying the 

mechanical soldiers in his path. All four of his arms were covered in highly condensed Pugilist flames like 

they were coated with black paint. 

“Humph, I knew you were going to do this.” 

Han Xiao was prepared. He activated his ability instantly. Some of the mechanical soldiers flew toward 

him and quickly assembled. 

In the next moment, the Mechanical Deity descended! 

As soon as it appeared, the Mechanical Deity swung its arm and launched its fist toward Sierron. It was 

shrouded in a white light energy field that was created by psionic energy and force fields. 

Four black fists clashed with the mechanical fist that was millions of times larger. 

Boom! 

A gigantic shockwave exploded and expanded in the cosmic space! 

The Mechanical Deity’s arm quickly shattered, and tons of mechanical parts exploded. Sierron, on the 

other hand, due to his size disadvantage, was sent flying at a speed even faster than before. 

Shockingly, the two sides’ strength was on par. 

“This punch of mine would have even destroyed the core of a planet, yet Sierron took it head-on. That’s 

the power of a peak Beyond Grade A Pugilist, I suppose.” 

At this time, ‘Mechanical Catastrophe’ Francisco saw the Mechanical Deity and quickly contacted the 

federation’s ‘Mechanic Empress’ Mornisa. 

“He has used the Mechanical Deity. This is our chance. You, me, and Romo, the three of us shall use 

Virtual Mechanic on the Mechanical Deity right now. Even though Han Xiao is a Virtual Mechanic, he still 

has to deal with that carefully.” 

“Okay.” Mornisa nodded. 

At this crucial point, the Beyond Grade As of the federation and the church had no choice but to work 

together temporarily to fight Black Star, who was ‘burning up his future potential’. 



The three Mechanics quickly formed an alliance and attacked Han Xiao’s virtual firewall. 

Han Xiao noticed this instantly and smiled with mockery. 

“Oh, they’re trying to hack me?” 

With all the bonuses plus the fact that he was a Virtual Mechanic, Han Xiao’s ability in the Virtual 

Technology field was extremely high. 

Among the three enemies, only Romo was a Virtual Mechanic, and he did not even send a Lord’s Avatar. 

In the virtual world, Han Xiao confronted the three of them. The three of them kept trying to break 

through Han Xiao’s defenses, while Han Xiao’s firewall stood strong. 

Instead of being attacked, Han Xiao even followed the connection to use Virtual Intrusion on the three 

of them. The two members of the federation could barely stop Han Xiao’s hacking with the help of their 

main artificial intelligence, but the same could not be said for Francisco. 

Francisco was alone, and he was not even a Virtual Technology professional. His defenses were weak 

and were shattering by the second. 

His machinery became traitors one after another and turned on their former teammates. 

“I’m going to lose!” Even the movements of Francisco’s Lord’s Avatar started to stagger. 

At this moment, an enormous mechanical hand appeared and grabbed Francisco’s Lord’s Avatar before 

he could dodge. 

Ka-cha! 

Francisco’s Lord’s Avatar turned into a pile of trash instantly. 

Han Xiao curled his lips. 

“Hehe, paper.” 

Mechanics who were using Lord’s Descent could deactivate their ability any time they wanted, so there 

was no way to catch them. In order to get rid of them, one just had to destroy their Lord’s Avatar. 

After all, not every Mechanic’s Lord’s Avatar was as tanky as his. 

Seeing this, Mornisa reluctantly gave up on the idea of trying to hack into Han Xiao’s army and focused 

on strengthening their defenses to not let Han Xiao break through. 

Suddenly, the situation of the battle took a turn. 

Under the focused fire of many Apostle Weapons and Hila, Tolaen could not hold on. 

The damage output of the mechanical army around him was the main source of damage he received. 

After all, he was not immune to True Damage. His health plummeted under the focus fire of the 

mechanical army, and his teammates had no way of helping him. 

Bang bang bang! 



“Ahhh!” 

Tolaen was flooded by bullets and cannons once again. This time, he was at his limit. 

Not one area on his body was unharmed. His demon horns were broken, and his mind was fuzzy from 

the attacks of Hila and Mysterious Energy Host. He had lost the ability to fight. 

Just as Hila was about to end him, Han Xiao’s Mechanical Deity stopped her. 

“Don’t.” 

“Why? They made you…” Hila clenched her teeth and dared not complete the sentence. 

“He’s more valuable alive.” 

Han Xiao shook his head and grabbed Tolaen, who had almost lost all his senses. He absorbed him into 

the Mechanical Deity and brought him to where his main body was. 

Han Xiao took out the Spacetime Amber and sealed Tolaen right away. 

Looking at the agony on this guy’s face that was now fixed, Han Xiao smiled with satisfaction like a 

farmer counting the harvest of an entire year. 

“That’s one.” 

… 

“Tolaen’s been captured!” 

Sagman was enraged. He looked at the Mechanical Deity, which had captured his teammate, and a 

sense of panic appeared in his mind. 

He did not even have to think to know that Tolaen was definitely going to get a taste of the Spacetime 

Amber, and he felt bad for him. 

Due to how uniquely tanky Black Star’s main body was, they could not deal with Black Star the same way 

one would deal with other Mechanics. There was only one path in front of them, which would take the 

most effort—to eliminate Black Star’s mechanical army. 

However, Black Star was fighting on his own grounds. He had even burned his future potential. Given 

the unique combat style of Mechanics, he was extremely powerful at this point, which was due to three 

key components—his Mechanical Deity, his elite Apostle Weapons, and his enormous mechanical army. 

The strength of Mechanics in the later stages depended on their ability to fight multiple battles at once, 

creating a numerical advantage in one or more battles through the suitable distribution of their troops. 

In this battle, the Mechanical Deity had fought Sierron on even ground, restraining a peak Beyond Grade 

A; the mechanical army had restrained the many Beyond Grade As; and the Apostle Weapons had 

focused their fire on one target at a time to defeat them one by one. 

If this lasted any longer, he could not even estimate how many of them would be left there. 



In the past, Black Star’s only strength was his regenerative ability. Now that his attack had become this 

strong, Sagman’s impression of him became someone who was on a completely different level that gave 

him nothing but despair! 

“Your Excellency Kasuyi, what should we do now?” 

Sagman looked at his captain. 

In times like this, the person he trusted most was the leader of his team… but he did not know how 

much Kasuyi was holding back. 

“Black Star only obtained this strength through burning his potential. It won’t last long. The operation 

has failed. There’s no point to continue fighting. We’re retreating,” Kasuyi said slowly. 
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“What about Tolaen?” 

“Even you might not even be able to walk away. Why are you thinking about others?” Kasuyi shook his 

head. 

Although he was the leader, he did not mind Black Star capturing some of them to vent his anger. The 

way he looked at it, since Black Star had burned his potential, the Universal Civilizations should give him 

some compensation. He was not the one paying for it anyway. 

All these Beyond Grade As coming to kill Hila had already insulted Black Star. If he could not vent his 

emotions, it would not align with Kasuyi and the Mechanic Emperor’s plans. 

Chapter 1054 Retreat 

While the Arcane Church was tempted to retreat, Sierron, who was fighting intensely with the 

Mechanical Deity, received the same suggestion from his side. 

 “Your Excellency Sierron, we should retreat now. The situation will only become worse for us. There’s 

no point in fighting Black Star here while he burns his potential.” Hades’ tone was hasty. 

“That’s right. Although more than ten of us being forced to retreat by Black Star alone will damage our 

reputation, by analyzing the current situation, this is the best plan for now. Since he’s paid such a huge 

price, it’d be best if we don’t continue to fight with him.” Mornisa agreed as well. 

Sierron and the Mechanical Deity’s attacks clashed a few more times before he backed away with a long 

face. 

Although he was not willing to admit it, the explosive power Black Star was displaying now was more 

than enough to match up to him. They would not be able to do much to each other any time soon. The 

Mechanical Deity’s energy consumption was terrifying, so normal Mechanics would not be able to make 

it last this long, but Black Star could keep it running for a very long time. This meant that even if the 

battle between the two of them came to an end, it would take a very long time. 

The church’s side seemingly intended to retreat as well, so if they remained there to fight Black Star, 

they would receive all the pressure. 
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Sierron was not afraid, but he could not fight in multiple areas like a Mechanic could, so he could not 

help his teammates. 

The federation never planned to fight Black Star head-on. Since the plan to capture Hila alive had failed, 

continuing to fight would only be a waste of effort. Sierron made the decision instantly and said with a 

deep voice, “Retreat. Preheat the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device.” 

After he said that, he no longer continued fighting the Mechanical Deity and headed into the mechanical 

army. Using continuous Pugilist shockwaves, he created an empty area within the countless mechanical 

soldiers. 

On the other side, Kasuyi stopped his act as well while helping his teammates to escape. His psychic 

energy swept all the mechanical army in his way to the side. 
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The escape routes of the two sides were different. The federation had brought their fleet along, so the 

Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device was their way out. The church had a small team, 

so only the Beyond Grade As had to escape themselves. As soon as they left the area affected by the 

spacetime stabilization device, they would be able to escape with teleportation scrolls. 

Han Xiao instantly noticed the shift in the targets’ goals. Both sides were heading out of the mechanical 

army in two different directions. 

The federation and the church both hoped that the other side would hold Black Star back, so of course, 

they would not be helping each other. There was also no way the church would take the federation’s 

Uber, or they would basically be leaving the wolf’s den just to enter the tiger’s cave. 

“Their alliance is broken.” 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. He controlled the Mechanical Deity and chased after the federation’s people. 

The mechanical army split in two, while the Apostle Weapons and Mysterious Energy Host left the 

church’s Beyond Grade As behind and focused on the federation. 

Gathering all the combatants to focus on one side would have a better effect. One reason he chose to 

chase after the federation was due to Kasuyi’s favor, and another was because it would be too difficult 

to chase after the church. 

If Kasuyi stopped acting, his ability to restrain him would be incomparable. If he headed to chase after 

the church’s people, he would most likely not be able to capture anyone at all. Kasuyi was just a 

doppelganger, so he could totally secure his teammates’ escape without having to worry about his own 

safety, and his psychic energy would be more than enough to stop his entire army for some time. 

Comparatively, Sierron was just a Pugilist who was powerful as an individual but had very limited AOE 

skills. He was not good at protecting his teammates and was there as his main body, so he could not 

miss his ride. With these factors all adding up, the federation was clearly easier to deal with. 
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Once the target was decided, Han Xiao locked onto a federation Beyond Grade A and threw out an 

ability without hesitation. 

[Virtual Paramount]! 

‘Lone Ranger’ Jackornitz was using all kinds of mechanical weapons to fight the Apostle Weapons when 

his body suddenly became stiff, and his soul was trapped in the virtual world by Han Xiao. He had lost 

control of his body. 

In such dire situations, even the slightest carelessness would be fatal, not to mention being defenseless 

for more than ten seconds. 

As a Mechanical Pugilist, the defense of his physical body could not match a true Pugilist, nor did he 

have any True Damage Immunity talents. When the mechanical army and the Apostle Weapons 

swarmed toward him, his health plummeted. 

Han Xiao had chosen him because he was paper according to his data from the Meeting of the Gods. 

Swoosh! 

The Mechanical Deity extended its arm and grabbed Jackornitz. It then absorbed him into its body. 

When Jackornitz escaped from the control effect of Virtual Paramount and returned to his body, he 

instantly felt a strong sense of weakness. What he came back to was a body that was heavily wounded 

and completely controlled by the traps inside the Mechanical Deity, unable to move. 

“Impossible…” 

Jackornitz could not believe how quickly he had been defeated. 

He would be able to last longer even against the Mechanic Emperor’s army. He knew that Black Star was 

extremely tanky, but why was his damage output so high too‽ 

Han Xiao was not surprised. The damage output of his mechanical army was definitely not low. 

Being a Molding Talent, [Legendary Battle Technique] could tear through any Beyond Grade As without 

a True Damage Immunity talent once his mechanical army could penetrate the shield and focus fire on 

the target. Even with how much health Beyond Grade As had, they would still not be able to handle this 

much damage. 

Jackornitz was sent beside Han Xiao’s main body inside the Mechanical Deity. Han Xiao turned and 

glanced at him. “You won’t be able to run now that you’re inside here. If you don’t want to suffer more, 

don’t resist.” 

As soon as his sentence ended, countless barrels extended from the interior walls of the Mechanical 

Deity and aimed at Jackornitz. 

Under the mechanical helmet, Jackornitz could not help but smile bitterly. 

Alright then, I couldn’t beat Black Star to begin with, and now he’s even sacrificing his potential for all 

this. I’d better accept my fate. 



At the same time, the federation’s Beyond Grade As outside witnessed the entire process, seeing Black 

Star easily capture Jackornitz like catching a newborn chick. 

“Your Excellency Sierron, this…” Womre could not help but say. 

“Leave him. We can’t save him.” Sierron’s expression was gloomy. He was seething with anger. 

Unlike Kasuyi, his main body was right there, so he could not afford to ignore his own safety. If he tried 

to save his teammate, he would not make it in time for the federation’s teleportation. And when the 

dynasty’s reinforcements arrived, he would probably be done for. 

Therefore, no matter how furious he was, Sierron could only put up with it. 

… 

At the same time, the church’s members who were fleeing from the mechanical army in another 

direction also saw this. 

Initially, when Tolaen was captured, Sagman and the others were all quite unhappy. So, when they saw 

that the federation was suffering just as much, they felt much better. 

Like a great man once said, when something unlucky happens to someone, the best way to comfort him 

is not to pity him but to make him see others just as unlucky as him. 

This was exactly how the church was feeling. 

This time, Kasuyi’s eyes flickered slightly. He contemplated for a while but suddenly stopped and said, 

“You guys go first. I’m staying to do something.” 

“What are you going to do?” Sagman was curious. 

Kasuyi turned to look in the federation’s direction, smiled faintly, and said, “The federation has yet to 

return the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter. This is a good chance to teach them a lesson and take some 

interest from them.” 

The others understood immediately. This was something only Kasuyi’s doppelganger could do. 

What Kasuyi wanted to do was restrain the federation’s people and help Black Star capture even more 

Beyond Grade As of the federation. 

He hoped that Black Star would capture more captives to vent his anger and get more compensation 

from the Universal Civilizations. Plus, it would be best for him not to sell out his teammates. Hence, the 

federation was the best target. 

Furthermore, this was a very justifiable reason. He had been acting the whole time, but the church 

would still compliment him for doing a great job, while at the same time, it would cancel out the loss 

they suffered through failing the mission and having one of them be captured. It was killing multiple 

birds with one stone. This was clearly the move of an experienced actor. 

Having thought of that, Kasuyi left Sagman and the others and headed right toward the federation’s 

people. At the same time, he privately communicated with Han Xiao. 



“Still remember the deal I suggested earlier? How about we work together?” 

Han Xiao was chasing after the federation’s people when he saw Kasuyi charging toward this battlefield. 

He was initially planning on trying to stop him, but when he heard this, even he was stunned and almost 

speechless. He had tons of things he could say, but he did not know what to say, so it all fused into one 

single sentence. 

On behalf of the federation, I thank you! 

With Kasuyi joining the battle, the situation changed instantly. Kasuyi’s psychic energy swept past the 

members of the federation one after another. Having been hit by such powerful mind attacks, many of 

them trembled all over, allowing the mechanical army to create an even tighter encirclement around 

them. The speed of them pushing through the mechanical army suddenly slowed down. 

Seeing this, Sierron was furious. 

Kasuyi! 

When I invited you to work together with me to fight Black Star, didn’t you say you were out of energy, 

you piece of sh*t‽ 

You goddamn actor! 

He did not expect the Arcane Church to play this dirty and help Black Star. 

“Don’t look at me like that.” Kasuyi’s tone was calm. “During the Planet Lighthouse battle, you also 

stabbed us in the back. The situation back then was so similar to now. I’m simply doing the same thing 

you lot did.” 

During the Planet Lighthouse battle, due to the federation, the church had been left in a passive 

situation. The federation had even killed one of their Beyond Grade As and taken the Ten Thousand 

Deity Scepter. 

Hence, Kasuyi felt no guilt doing something like this. 

Sierron’s expression was raging. With a furious roar, he headed back. Highly condensed Pugilist flames 

appeared all around his body as he forced open a path. No mechanical soldier could stop him. 

He blew away countless mechanical soldiers and made his way to Crystal Soul. He then grabbed him and 

turned around to leave instantly, not caring about his other teammates. 

Sierron clearly knew that with Kasuyi helping Black Star, the federation would undoubtedly suffer a huge 

loss, so he could only take damage control measures. 

Crystal Soul was a Crystal Life, so he was tiny. Plus, he had a Universal Treasure, so he was prioritized. 

Sierron brought Crystal Soul along and escaped right away. As for the others, there was nothing he could 

do. 
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Mornisa saw this and stopped fleeing. She controlled her mechanical army to secure the retreat instead. 

Although she could not match Han Xiao’s army at all, it still more or less slowed down Han Xiao’s 

mechanical army’s speed. 

This way, those facing the most pressure became Hades and Womre, who were left behind. 

“Damn it…” 

Hades was bleeding from his every orifice. He was also a Psychic, but he was completely powerless in 

front of Kasuyi. He could no longer maintain his cool, and his face was filled with resentment. 

At this time, the Mechanical Deity’s palm suddenly slammed down. Hades looked up. His vision was 

covered by this metal sky. 

It had not been long since Hades became a Beyond Grade A, so he was not very clear about the strength 

levels of the Beyond Grade As. When he saw this, he only had one thought in his mind. 

This is what true power looks like! 

The next moment, he blacked out and lost all his senses as the mechanical palm landed on him. 

“Third.” 

Han Xiao absorbed the unconscious Hades into the Mechanical Deity, then looked at Womre. 

At this point, all the Apostle Weapons were attacking just Womre. 

This Pugilist’s style was different from Sierron and Gorutan. It did not look rough and powerful but very 

smooth and natural, like a martial arts master. Instead of melee combat, he seemed to be better at mid-

ranged shockwave attacks. His Pugilist flames never stopped burning, as if they had no end. 

The light-blue flames circled around him like a shield, continuously repelling the Apostle Weapons’ 

attacks. His movements were neither fast nor slow. Every move he made launched a shockwave. Even in 

such a dire situation, Womre did not look like he was being overpowered. However, with no chance of 

turning the tables, his defeat was just a matter of time. 

Seeing that Sierron and Crystal Soul were escaping further while he had no way out, he decided not to 

escape and stay there to secure their way out with Mornisa. 

The Mechanical Deity waved its hands, shattering tons of enemy mechanical soldiers and the unmanned 

fleet of the federation, quickly destroying Mornisa’s fragile Lord’s Avatar. 

Womre was left alone, and not long after, he was also captured alive due to the attacks of the Apostle 

Weapons, Mysterious Energy Host, and Hila. 

Nonetheless, them staying there was not meaningless. Sierron and Crystal Soul had already escaped into 

the Federation of Light’s fleet, and the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device’s 

preheating was complete. 

Hu! 



Two enormous mechanical rings span at an extremely quick speed, faster and faster, till the afterimages 

formed a sphere that shrouded the area around the fleet. 

Sierron turned back one last time, glared at Kasuyi, and then looked at Han Xiao. 

“Black Star, you captured our people. The federation won’t let this go easily! Just you wait!” 

Buzz! 

The speed of the two rings suddenly stopped, and the fleet inside the sphere area disappeared, leaving 

only the unmanned fleet and the mechanical army behind. 

The next moment, the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device activated the self-

destruction sequence and exploded. 

As the federation’s people left, the atmosphere became much quieter. 

“Only two escaped on the federation’s side.” Han Xiao stopped. His eyes sparkled as he looked in 

another direction, where the few Beyond Grade As of the church had already fled. 

This time, Kasuyi’s voice sounded in his mind. “What, after capturing three federation Beyond Grade As 

and one church Beyond Grade A, are you still not satisfied?” 

Han Xiao looked at Kasuyi and saw his calm expression. 

“Thanks.” Han Xiao deactivated the Mechanical Deity and nodded at Kasuyi. 

Without Kasuyi’s help, he would have captured three Beyond Grade As at most. He had managed to 

capture four and destroy two Mechanic avatars, meaning he basically defeated half of all the enemies. 

The main reason he had achieved this was the Character Summon Cards he used, but other than that, 

Hila’s help and the Spacetime Amber were also crucial factors. That was especially so for the Spacetime 

Amber, which blocked a ton of long-range attacks, so he could put more effort into attacking, at the 

same time discouraging everyone from rushing his main body. Furthermore, he also had to rely on it to 

seal Beyond Grade As. Basically, at least twenty to thirty percent of the battle merit belonged to the 

Spacetime Amber. 

He had to say, Ravenlaude’s should-be treasure was really very useful. 

Although two of the four Beyond Grade As captures were newborn noobs and the other two were not 

particularly strong, they were still Beyond Grade As. They all had Molding Talents, so it all depended on 

Feidin this time. 

All kinds of thoughts flashed through his mind. As Han Xiao saw that Kasuyi had been staring at him, he 

retrieved the mechanical army that was chasing after the church’s people. 

The spacetime stabilization device was already gone by this point, so he directly activated the secondary 

dimensional army box and stuffed his remaining mechanical army in. He then used Dimension Factory to 

collect the parts all over the place to do repairs. 

While doing this, Han Xiao casually asked, “What are you going to do next, continue to escort the 

church’s people out?” 



“Hmm, when they arrive at a safe place with teleportation scrolls, I’ll release this doppelganger. You 

won’t chase after them anymore, will you?” 

Kasuyi smiled faintly while sighing in his mind. 

When was the last time anyone achieved something this incredible in this entire universe? 

When the results of this battle spread, god knows how much of a sensation it will cause. 

“I’ve promised you, so I won’t go back on my word… By the way, let me show you something.” 

Han Xiao waved and called Hila over. 

“Are you okay?” Hila stared at Han Xiao’s face and did not bother looking at Kasuyi at all. 

Although Kasuyi had come to help earlier, from the way she looked at it, the people of the church were 

still enemies. She did not know this was an Oscar-winning best actor. 

“I’m fine.” Han Xiao shook his head and said with a serious tone, “Ames is being attacked in Black Star 

Palace. Go back to help her and then send Silver Shadow over.” 

Hila was confused. “What do you mean? How am I going to go back to help her?” 

“I have some new technology that can teleport you back.” 

Han Xiao’s entire body started to glow. The King left his body with loud clanks and attached itself 

automatically onto Hila while still being connected to Han Xiao’s Mechanical Force. 

After many private tests, Han Xiao knew the mechanics of the King like the back of his hand. The King 

itself was a Mechanic-only equipment, and the teleportation function of the Throne was targeted at the 

user who was wearing the mechanical suit. However, if he maintained his Mechanical Force link to the 

King through the Quantum Infinite Distance Transmission Channel, even if someone else was in the 

mechanical suit, Han Xiao would still be able to activate this function and teleport the wearer of the 

mechanical suit to a fixed location. 

The Throne was about to arrive at the Black Star Palace, so Hila would be teleported right back to his 

base. 

Han Xiao turned around and realized that Kasuyi was looking at this with interest. Hence, he purposely 

activated a spacetime stabilization device to cover the area. 

Then, Han Xiao snapped his fingers, and the King disappeared without a trace right under Kasuyi’s nose. 

Kasuyi’s expression suddenly changed into shock. “This is… Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening 

Transportation? When did you learn the federation’s technology?” 

“It’s not Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation. It’s another technology, but the results are 

similar. It can also penetrate the restrictions of spacetime stabilization devices and disruptors,” Han Xiao 

said calmly. 

“Why didn’t you use this earlier?” Kasuyi said with resignation. If we knew you had this technology 

before, why would we even come to attack Hila? 



“I only recently obtained this technology.” Han Xiao nodded. Looking at Kasuyi’s expression, he knew 

that he had achieved his goal. 

He deliberately showcased the teleportation ability of the King to let others know that he had this 

technology. Otherwise, if the federation and the church did not give up, they might attack Hila again in 

the future, and he could not possibly always keep Hila hidden. 

Showing this trump card at this time would let the outside world know that Hila could escape anytime 

when attacked by enemies she could not win against. This way, the federation and the church would 

give up on this plan, and this incident would not repeat itself. 

In that case, Hila would be in a much safer situation, and no one would want to target her. 

Swoosh! 

At this time, the King appeared once again. The mechanical suit opened, showing Silver Shadow, who 

was still lost. 

“Hmm? Black Star? What is this place?” 

Silver Shadow was still confused as to what was happening. 

“Stop talking. I don’t have much time, and I need to borrow your body. When I’m done, I’ll let you use 

the Evolution Cube.” 

Han Xiao patted Silver Shadow’s shoulders, dragged him away, and was about to leave. 

Kasuyi was a little surprised. 
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“It’s all over. Where are you going now?” 

“It’s not over for me yet. While my explosive powers are still here, I have another target I need to deal 

with.” 

“Who?” Kasuyi was curious. 

Han Xiao turned his head sideways and said with a deep voice, “Beast Ancestor, Gorutan.” 

Chapter 1055 Silver Shadow Uber 

A few minutes prior… 

Evil Convergence had appeared outside Black Star Palace, gradually changing the properties of the space 

around while continuously expanding. 

Within the affected area, the defense fleet continuously fired at the countless tentacles around, 

destroying one after another, only for more to appear again like they were endless. 

According to some studies that supported the energy conservation theory of all energy in the universe, 

the conservation of energy operated between multiple dimensions. In many tests in galactic civilizations, 



there would be examples of energy suddenly disappearing or appearing out of nowhere, and most of 

those were caused by the energy shift between the main universe and other dimensions. 

There were many ways a secondary dimension could be projected into the main universe. The method 

that Traveler used treated the secondary dimension like a bucket of water, and he opened a hole at the 

bottom of it to let the water inside flow into the main universe, causing corrosion. 

Traveler did not put much effort into it; he only opened a hole. The rest came naturally from the 

secondary dimension itself and exceeded the capabilities of individual power. Therefore, this was 

extremely difficult to stop, and the fleet at Black Star Palace would not be able to solve this problem 

very soon. 
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In the middle of the battlefield, Ames was fighting intensely with Traveler. Powerful Force Fields clashed 

with the energy of Evil Convergence time after time, creating enormous aftershocks. 

The Force Field Esper Ability was good with defense and controlling. Together with her Void Talents, 

despite Traveler having the upper hand, he could not penetrate Ames’ defenses. However, Ames was 

not happy about it at all. 

The Evil Convergence is his territory. He has infinite energy here and can make me use my energy 

without fear. Dragging the battle out isn’t beneficial for me, Ames analyzed. She had to admit that 

Traveler was quite strong. He would be among the upper-middle tier even in the three Universal 

Civilizations. 

Although she had also become stronger in the past twenty years, she was still not strong enough to fight 

someone this powerful alone. 
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“Your resistance is futile; your defeat is just a matter of time.” With increased corrosion of the Evil 

Convergence, Traveler’s aura became more and more evil. 

Ames ignored him and focused on controlling the force field to deal with the purple-green energy 

tentacles everywhere. 

In Black Star Palace’s watchtower, the various officers had serious looks on their faces. With the defense 

measures of Black Star Palace, they were not worried about the damage the Traveler might cause. What 

they were worried about was how Ames did not look like she was in a good situation. They kept 

commanding more fleets to join the battle to provide support. 

Silver Shadow had a poker face but was very tempted deep down. Although the Black Star Army’s 

officers did not ask him for help, seeing that Ames was at a disadvantage, he felt that it was time for him 

to put on a show. 

At this moment, a few spaceships with the Black Star Army’s symbol appeared from afar and 

approached. 

“Have these transport ships steer away from the battlefield and return from another direction,” Herlous 

said. 



These returning spaceships had been marked as transport ships long ago. Everyone’s attention was 

focused on the battlefield at the moment and did not bother with the transport ships. They only glanced 

at them and went back to watching the battle between Ames and Traveler. 

However, the next moment, an alarm rang on the radar! 

“Alert! Alert! Beyond Grade A energy source detected!” 
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“What‽” 

The various officers present were shocked. They quickly looked at the radar and realized that the energy 

source was in the transport ships. 

“Another enem…” 

They were instantly nervous. 

However, before they could respond, what happened next stunned all the officers. 

Buzz! 

The familiar death energy gushed out from the transport ship like a tsunami. Hila stepped on the tide 

and quickly approached Black Star Palace. 

“Deputy Army Commander Hila!” 

“Sis‽” 

They were stunned, and Aurora was even stupefied. 

Aren’t you at the frontlines? How did you suddenly appear here? 

If not because of the mind link, Aurora might have thought that this Hila was a fake. 

However, the most stunned person was Traveler. When he saw this, the maddened laugh he had on his 

face stiffened instantly. 

What the hell, why is Hila here‽ 

His mission was to divert Black Star’s attention and help those who were attacking Hila to restrain Black 

Star… But since Hila was there, what were those people attacking? Air? 

What am I even trying to restrain here‽ 

He could not figure out what was going on at all, so in the end, he blamed it all on Sorokin… 

What a scam! Giving me false information! 

Since Hila had appeared there, there was no point continuing the mission. He did not want to continue 

fighting the Black Star Army. 

Traveler decisively gave up on attacking Ames and instantly fled. Of course, Ames was not going to let 

him leave easily. Her focus shifted from defense to attack instantly. 



Hila glared at Traveler but did not instantly join the battle. 

She remembered Han Xiao’s words and quickly entered the watchtower. She had no time to talk to the 

confused officers and headed right to Silver Shadow. 

“Wear this mechanical suit. Black Star wants to see you.” 

“Huh?” Silver Shadow was at a loss. 

“No time to explain, get in.” 

Hila deactivated the King, and it automatically attached itself onto Silver Shadow. 

The next moment, Silver Shadow disappeared without a trace. 

After this was completed, Hila finally had the time to take a deep breath. 

The officers around approached her immediately. 

“Why are you here? Where’s His Excellency Black Star?” Hadavy asked. 

When this matter was brought up, Hila felt a pain in her heart, and her expression sank. 

The impression she gave to the army officers had always been cold, proud, and powerful. Therefore, 

when she looked this hurt, the officers were all shocked and started guessing with a pessimistic mindset. 

Did… something horrible happen to their commander‽ 

“Sis…” Aurora noticed Hila’s sorrowful emotions and held her hand with a worried look on her face. 

“I owe him… too much.” Hila closed her eyes and clenched her teeth as if she was talking to herself. 

“How can I ever pay you back for what you’ve done for me?” 

… 

At this time, Han Xiao led Silver Shadow away from the wrecked frontline stronghold. The players and 

the other warriors would take care of cleaning up the battlefield. He wanted to make some trouble for 

Gorutan while the effects of the Character Summon Cards still lasted. 

Hila was attacked, and the information had come from Gorutan. Although, given how unique Hila’s 

ability was, she would have experienced this sooner or later, this did not mean that Han Xiao would let 

Gorutan off easy. 

On the way to Gorutan’s territory, Han Xiao gave Silver Shadow his request… 

“You want to use my body?” 

Silver Shadow’s face was filled with dismay. 

He could not understand the King’s effects, nor did he dare ask. He was originally confused as to why he 

had been summoned there by Black Star. Now, when he heard what Han Xiao said, he panicked 

completely. 

So, this is the kind of person you really are, Black Star! My body is what you wanted! 



“That’s what I meant, but I feel like you’ve misunderstood something,” Han Xiao said with resignation. “I 

just want you to help me. Treat it as a deal to use the Evolution Cube.” 

“You startled me. I thought you wanted to capture me and make me a special weapon like the Mechanic 

Emperor does.” Silver Shadow was relieved. 

“Oh, that’s not entirely wrong.” Han Xiao coughed, changed the topic, and said seriously, “Your body has 

a hidden characteristic. When you awaken it, you can turn yourself into a special Universal Treasure. 

This is exactly what I need you to do, to transform and help me.” 

“How do you know that?” Silver Shadow was curious. Even he did not know about that himself, so how 

did someone else know more about his own body than him? 

“Remember the first time we met? When we sparred, I controlled your body and did a detailed scan. 

Back then, I noticed that there’s a secret hidden in your body. You might have undergone some kind of 

mutation when turning into a Beyond Grade A.” Han Xiao started to use his talent for deception without 

breaking a sweat. 
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The truth was, he had poked Silver Shadow long ago and seen his attributes, which already had the 

ability to become a Universal Treasure inside. 

However, normal people did not have the interface, so they could not know all their own abilities like 

the players, and Silver Shadow was one such example. He did not know that he had such an ability. 

In a situation like this, as long as he guided him to make him notice this hidden ability, he might be able 

to use it straight away. 

“Alright then, what should I do?” Silver Shadow barely accepted this explanation. 

“Try to sense while thinking about it?” 

Han Xiao did not have an exact method. In the past, Silver Shadow did not think about anything related 

to this at all, but now that he made him realize that, he might be able to awaken this ability instantly. 

Doubtful, Silver Shadow held on to the thought of transforming into a Universal Treasure and controlled 

his body to slowly change shape. 

His silver body quickly turned into a pile of liquid metal that constantly changed shape as he looked for 

the right feeling. 

After some time, the pile of liquid metal suddenly gave off a strange energy. Silver Shadow actively 

crawled up Han Xiao’s body. The silver liquid metal shrouded Han Xiao’s entire body and turned him into 

a silver man. 

“I really do have this ability!” Silver Shadow was shocked by himself. 

Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. He looked at the notification on the interface and smiled with satisfaction. 

“Didn’t I tell you? You did have hidden potential.” 



The interface was showing that Silver Shadow had already turned into Universal Treasure grade 

equipment and he was wearing it, which allowed him to share Silver Shadow’s incredible defense and 

speed, while at the same time giving him quite a few new abilities. 

Furthermore, wearing Silver Shadow felt very comfortable, like sitting inside a luxurious car. 

On the other side, experiencing this new feeling, Silver Shadow made a decision. 

He had to become closer to Black Star. This guy easily saw his potential, which he did not even see 

himself. If he could get Black Star to help him explore the mysteries of his body, his growth would 

definitely be much quicker. 

Having found his hidden potential, Silver Shadow was very content. He did not mind lending his body to 

Han Xiao and letting him control it as he wanted. 

The two of them practiced for a while. Han Xiao gradually familiarized himself with the controls of this 

luxurious car, and he loved it. 

“Let’s go!” 

Then, he dashed right forward. 

Bang! 

Silver Shadow’s speed up ability erupted. Han Xiao speed increased as if it had no limits as he turned 

into a silver meteor and disappeared into cosmic space. 

… 

Somewhere in the Star Cluster, a teleportation gate formed in the cosmic space and spat out three 

people. 

“Hu, we’ve finally escaped.” 

Sagman’s tense body finally relaxed. He looked toward the battlefield with a complicated expression. 

Black Star’s explosive strength was really scary. If I ran only a little slower, I would have been captured… 

They could not help but be glad that Black Star had chased after the federation instead of them. 

He turned around and exchanged looks with Taylor and Mercer. The three of them had the same 

thought. 

That was close to being captured a second time. 

“His Excellency Kasuyi is so wise. He turned around to help Black Star deal with the federation, which 

not only restrained Black Star but also caused more damage to the federation. Although the mission 

failed, His Excellency Kasuyi definitely made a huge contribution,” Taylor said. 

Every time they thought of how tragic the result was for the federation, the three of them felt joy in 

their hearts and more respect for Kasuyi’s wise decision. 

“But… Tolaen has been captured by Black Star too, which is a problem.” Sagman shook his head. 



“Hehe, that’s nothing. He’ll just suffer a little. When he’s released, we’ll have something else to talk 

about.” 

“Haha, you’re right.” 

Although they had lost a teammate, the three of them did not mind it too much. The atmosphere was 

lively and uplifting. 

However, on the federation’s side, it was the complete opposite. 

After the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device brought the federation’s fleet back to 

their territory, the upper echelon who was waiting at the location to receive Hila was stunned to see the 

state of the returning team. 

“Six Beyond Grade As left, but only two of you returned‽” 

Hearing the outraged question from the upper echelon, Sierron was extremely ashamed. 

If he had fought Black Star head-on without considering the consequences, he was certain that he could 

have matched up to Black Star even in that state. Sadly, Pugilists were like sharp blades. All their 

strength was condensed in their bodies, so protecting his teammates was something he really was not 

good at. 

Thinking of the fact that so many Beyond Grade A teammates had been lost under his lead, Sierron was 

trembling with rage. 

This is beyond embarrassing! 

Manison will surely laugh about this! 

The upper echelons will definitely feel that my ability to lead a team is much weaker than Manison’s, so 

they will have to rely more on him… 

And that *sshole Kasuyi. If not for him, the federation would not have suffered this much of a loss. 

Sierron clenched his teeth. 

Kasuyi, just you wait. Manison will certainly come for you! 

… 

Near a certain stargate station in the Emerald Star Cluster, a fleet was fighting a mechanical army. The 

most conspicuous thing on the battlefield was a silhouette that was covered in dark brown Pugilist 

flames. It was ‘Beast Ancestor’ Gorutan. 

His opponents were more than a dozen Apostle Weapons of the Mechanic Emperor that had various 

appearances and were quite powerful. When working together, they were able to stall Gorutan. 

Ever since Gorutan came to rescue his fleet, the two sides had been embroiled in a bitter fight. 

“Mechanic Emperor, there’s no point trying to stop me!” Gorutan said while fighting with the Apostle 

Weapons. “Black Star’s frontline stronghold was attacked. Hila might already be dead. Even if you don’t 



let me destroy the target stations, the dynasty’s reinforcements won’t make it in time. Hila’s death is 

certain.” 

At this point, he still did not know what had happened, and his impression of the situation there 

remained at when Sorokin told him Hila was in a dire situation. 

Destroying the surrounding stargate stations felt unnecessary to him. He still did not think Hila would 

have any chance of getting through this disaster. 

Manison did not respond at all. The Apostle Weapon simply did their job and fought Gorutan. 

Seeing that Manison did not respond, Gorutan was even more irritated. “Are you going to let my men go 

or not‽” 

Again, Manison did not respond. 

“You really don’t know when to give up, do you? Just wait, the news of Hila being killed will get here 

very quickly. By then, you’ll know that everything you’re doing now is meaningless.” Gorutan was 

extremely annoyed. 

Manison still did not respond, but he quietly blocked all information sent to Gorutan from the outside 

world using his virtual technology. 

It was not that no one had told Gorutan what happened, but he could not receive any messages from 

the outside world! 
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The abilities of a Virtual Mechanic were extremely difficult to notice, so Gorutan had no idea at all. He 

was still submerged in the joy of having successfully gotten revenge. 

Manison ignoring Gorutan made him clench his teeth. Just as he was about to say something, he 

suddenly had a feeling. He looked into the distance with a confused expression. 

A silver meteor entered his sights at an unbelievable speed and quickly approached! 

A strange sense of danger appeared in Gorutan’s mind. 
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“Such powerful energy, what is that? It seems to be coming for me?” Gorutan was shocked. 

This silver meteor clearly did not come with friendly intentions. 

Gorutan’s expression changed slightly. He did not want to allow this strange object to get close to him. 

While dealing with the Mechanic Emperor’s mechanical army, he was able to send a dark brown 

Shockwave Blast toward the silver meteor. 

However, this silver meteor dodged the shockwave easily using its speed advantage like a race car with a 

professional driver. 



Seeing that ranged attacks did nothing to this silver meteor and that it was still locked onto him, 

Gorutan suddenly released energy around him, blowing the Apostle Weapons around him away. He 

then compressed his Pugilist flames to increase his strength and charged toward that silver meteor. 

Two meteors with different colors got closer at an extremely high speed, colliding. 
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In that instant, the radars on all the Beast Ancestor’s spaceships reacted to it, showing that the energy 

impact had exceeded the peak! 

At the location where these two clashed, a blinding light appeared like a flickering sun. 

The thick, dark-brown Pugilist flames suddenly exploded like a rock that was shattered by a hammer. 

Gorutan’s body then flew out, spinning like a gyroscope. The blood he spat out was evaporated by the 

energy aftershock created from the clash. 
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The moment of the clash, Gorutan’s mind seemed to have stopped working for an instant. All he could 

feel was a blinding light, and when he regained focus, he realized that his body was being pushed out 

uncontrollably. 

Ever since he became a peak Beyond Grade A, he had rarely come across anything that he could not 

stop. However, the terrifying kinetic in this silver meteor made him feel as if he was an ordinary man 

trying to stop a train. 

Pugilists were used to enduring direct hits, but the power of this clash still exceeded Gorutan’s 

expectations. He could feel every nerve in his body trembling and sending the signal of pain to his brain. 

He was appalled. 

Such terrifying strength! 

“Who is this guy‽” 

Gorutan had no idea. After flying quite far, he finally stabilized himself and quickly checked his 

condition. He realized that this clash had dealt him some damage, which made him very serious and 

cautious. 

As he looked over and finally saw the appearance of the silver meteor after it stopped, his expression 

changed drastically. 

“Black Star‽” 

After ramming Gorutan away, Han Xiao had stepped on the breaks and told Silver Shadow to open the 

car windows to show his handsome face. He was coldly looking at Gorutan’s astounded expression. 
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“We meet again, Beast Ancestor.” 

“How can you be here? Aren’t you in Black Star Palace?” 



All kinds of possibilities flashed through Gorutan’s mind. Could it be that something happened to the 

mission targeting Hila? 

Seeing Han Xiao’s strange silver shell, Gorutan was filled with questions. The progress of the matter 

seemed to have deviated from his expectations. He was dying to know what had actually happened. 

What’s Sorokin doing? Why has he still not notified me of what happened? 

“I know what you’ve done,” Han Xiao said slowly. “Hila is safe now, and your plan has failed. Stop 

fantasizing about it.” 

Gorutan frowned. 

Although he had no idea how Hila had managed to survive, Black Star had no need to lie to him about 

something like this. Plus, seeing how calm Black Star was, he knew that this was most likely true. 

Gorutan instantly became unhappy. Knowing that Hila was not dead, he was disappointed. 

“So, you came just for me?” 

Han Xiao narrowed his eyes. “Back then, you provoked us to start a fight. Then after you realized your 

life span was reduced, you leaked this information to the federation and the church, hoping to borrow 

their power to aid in your goal. Now that this is exposed… you know what’s going to happen, don’t 

you?” 

Gorutan frowned. 

His secret plan did not succeed, and now he had been completely exposed. Even though he saw Han 

Xiao as an enemy, he still felt embarrassed. 

Gorutan was not one to explain. Since the enemy had found out, he did not plan to hide it any longer. 

He suppressed his emotions and snorted. “What, have you come to make me pay?” 

“Like I said, if you want to play, I’ll play with you all you like. You don’t look like someone who doesn’t 

have the balls to play, so there’s only one way to solve this problem, and I’m sure you know what it is.” 

Han Xiao’s tone was calm. 

“Humph, so it still ends up being a conversation with fists.” 

Gorutan knew that a fight was unavoidable, and flames appeared once again on his body. 

In the end, conspiracies and plots just aren’t my thing as I expected. Fighting enemies head-on is still the 

best. 

Although he had taken some damage earlier, Gorutan was not afraid at all. They were both peak Beyond 

Grade As. They all hand trump cards, so there was no reason for him to be scared. 

He took a deep breath and used his energy to enhance the production of cells, quickly healing his 

wounds. Pugilists had extreme control over their bodies, and when they reached the peak Beyond Grade 

A level, their regenerative ability could not possibly be horrible. 



“I did not fight you last time. Today, I can make up for it. What you’ve done has spread throughout the 

universe. Now, show me what you’re really capable of.” Gorutan’s eyes were glowing as he spoke in a 

tone that was overflowing with his will to battle. 

He still did not know about how Hila was rescued and had no idea of what Han Xiao had just been able 

to achieve, so his impression of Han Xiao remained as Han Xiao’s strength in the past. 

This time, Gorutan suddenly recalled Manison, who was at the side, and his heart sank a little. 

Gorutan was not afraid if the enemy was just Black Star, but if the Mechanic Emperor participated too, it 

would not be good for him at all. 

He uncontrollably looked over and was glad to see that Manison’s troops were retreating, clearly 

expressing he had no intention to interfere with this battle. 

Han Xiao also looked at the Mechanic Emperor’s army that was gradually leaving and murmured in his 

mind, “This Manison sent me Gorutan’s coordinates but didn’t pick up my call. Is he trying to show a 

friendly gesture while at the same time letting me deal with Gorutan for him so that he can remain 

uninvolved in all this?” 
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Han Xiao shook his head. It did not matter what Director Manison planned to do. He had to fight this 

battle. There was no way he would let the root cause of all this off easy. 

The effects of the Character Summon Cards could still last for quite some time, so he should be able to 

deal with Gorutan in his current state. 

Swoosh! 

As the secondary dimensional army box opened, the sea-like mechanical army swarmed out. 

Gorutan was fearless as he charged into the endless mechanical army. 

As soon as the battle started and the overwhelming pressure came, Gorutan immediately felt that 

something was wrong. 

“Wait, why is your army…” 

Gorutan’s eyes opened wide with surprise. 

He had once felt Black Star’s energy level personally and had a rough estimate of Han Xiao’s strength. 

Now, however, the actual strength Han Xiao was displaying far exceeded his estimate and shocked him. 

How can this be? How has Black Star become this much stronger in just one or two months‽ 

At this time, Han Xiao’s main body advanced instead of backing off and went into melee combat range. 

Fists clashed with each other, and a powerful force was transmitted through Gorutan’s arm. Feeling the 

energy that was almost as strong as his, Gorutan was even more shocked. 

“Why is your strength also…” 



“You have too many questions!” 

Han Xiao’s movements were so fast, as if he had become a phantom. While Gorutan was shocked, he 

whipped his leg and kicked Gorutan, sending him flying. 

Just as riders could become stronger using their horses, Han Xiao also received attribute bonuses while 

riding Silver Shadow. 

Silver Shadow was a Pugilist, so both his Strength and Dexterity were high. He also had a special 

defensive advantage. 

Boundless power came from Silver Shadow’s body. Han Xiao’s main body temporarily received attribute 

bonuses that were comparable to a Pugilist. In addition to his own attributes, his melee combat 

capabilities were dramatically enhanced. Although still not as strong as a peak Beyond Grade A Pugilist, 

it was more than enough. 

In his previous life, Pugilists like Karlot became much stronger when using Silver Shadow, while he used 

Silver Shadow to enhance his speed and defenses. Melee-range combat was not the main damage 

method of his main body. 

… 

At the same time, the dynasty’s reinforcement fleet flew out from a stargate station at another location. 

“We’ve finally arrived near Black Star’s stronghold. We have to hurry. Every second we waste puts Hila’s 

life in more danger. ” Ravenlaude hurried the others. 

This time, Kant closed his eyes as if he had received a message. He then opened his eyes with a strange 

expression and said, “We don’t have to hurry there anymore. Black Star has solved the problem.” 

Hearing this, Ravenlaude was stunned. 

“Impossible, how did he solve such a dangerous situation?” 

“There. This is the intelligence the Black Star Army sent.” Kant displayed the information he had 

received, which recorded the battle process. 

After finishing looking at the intelligence, Beyoni was filled with shock. 

“To think that Black Star actually had such a powerful trump card that allowed him to fight more than 

ten Beyond Grade As at once. It’s unbelievable!” 

“It’s mainly because the federation and the church had no choice but to escape while dragging each 

other back, which gave Black Star an opportunity to defeat them one by one… Nonetheless, this 

achievement is indeed way too horrifying.” 

Kant sighed. “But burning his potential is not worth it for someone like him with such a bright future. 

This will definitely affect his growth. Alas… the dynasty will compensate Black Star for the loss he has 

suffered this time.” 

This time, Beyoni was reminded of the joke Kant made earlier. 



On the way, Kant had said that he would be able to fight all the enemies alone. That was supposedly a 

joke, but Black Star had done just that. 

“Incredible…” Beyoni respected Black Star from the bottom of his heart. 

On the other side, when Ravenlaude saw this news, his entire body stiffened. 

He initially wanted to turn the tables when he arrived and make Black Star owe him a favor, but to his 

absolute shock, Black Star solved an almost certainly lethal situation like this all by himself. 

Doesn’t this mean I’ve wasted another trip and got nothing for it? 

Ravenlaude lost all motivation instantly. All he wanted to do was turn into a slime and cower in the 

corner till the end of the world. 

“Since the matter is already solved, what should we do now? Shall we go take a look at Black Star’s 

stronghold or return right away?” Kohler asked. 

Kant shook his head. “Neither. Black Star seems to be fighting Gorutan now. Since we’re here, let’s go 

and see if we can be of any use.” 
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… 

Inside Beast Ancestor’s stronghold palace, Sorokin’s manifestation held a communicator in his hands 

and walked back and forth while mumbling. 

“Weird, weird, why hasn’t Gorutan replied to my messages? Did something happen?” 

Sorokin suddenly had a bad feeling about Gorutan’s situation. 
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Boom! 

As silver and dark brown fists clashed, shockwaves exploded. Gorutan was once again blown away by 

Han Xiao’s [Charge—Endless Potential]. 

Han Xiao did not use his Mechanical Deity but his main body to fight in melee range instead. Once his 

[Charge—Endless Potential] was off cooldown, he would back away and farm the distance traveled for 

the next powerful attack. 

Despite trying to stop him, Gorutan was still held back by the formidable mechanical army. 

Without the restriction of the spacetime stabilization anchors, Han Xiao’s soldiers continuously swarmed 

out from his secondary dimensional army box and Dimension Factory. Currently, the mechanical army’s 

main task was to restrain and damage the enemies. 

The combat capability of a peak Beyond Grade A Pugilist was exceptional, so Gorutan did not have too 

hard a time being surrounded. Nonetheless, he was quite troubled by the mechanical army. Not to 

mention the fact that there was someone on the side who came charging at him every once in a while. 
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In the chaotic encirclement, everywhere Gorutan went, tons and tons of mechanical soldiers were 

destroyed. 

Feeling the pain of his muscles healing from the wounds suffered earlier, Gorutan was irritated. 

Originally, closing the distance was the best strategy for a Pugilist when fighting a Mechanic, but in this 

situation, he did not even want Han Xiao to get close to him. The [Charge—Endless Potential] was way 

too annoying for him. It caused him to be unable to control the tempo of the battle. 

Every time he saw Han Xiao lurking around on the side, Gorutan would uncontrollably yell in his mind, 

Don’t come any closer! 
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On the other side, despite having a slight advantage, Han Xiao’s situation was not too optimistic. 

A Pugilist’s way of fighting was not flashy; it was pure and direct. However, when they reached the peak 

Beyond Grade A level, this pureness would transform and make their body indestructible. 

“My tankiness is at the top among Mechanics, which is mainly thanks to my strong regenerative ability. 

Nonetheless, I can’t underestimate the regenerative ability of a peak Beyond Grade A Pugilist. Plus, his 

health is even higher than mine.” 

Pugilists had a ton of talents that gave them Endurance. Their own class gave them more bonuses as 

well. At the peak Beyond Grade A level, no class could compete with Pugilists in terms of sheer health. 

Even Han Xiao and Milizaus were no exception. Furthermore, peak Beyond Grade A Pugilists might also 

have overpowered regenerative abilities like his. They were the true official tank warriors. 

Before this, Sierron had to fight while running, and he was burdened by his teammates. This was Han 

Xiao’s first time fighting a peak Beyond Grade A Pugilist toe to toe. Even though he was at his peak, 

defeating Gorutan as easily as defeating normal Beyond Grade A Pugilists was absolutely impossible. 

The two of them fought intensely, while far away, Beast Ancestor’s fleet was hesitating. 

“Father is fighting. Should we help?” 

Inside the bridge of the command ship, the crew’s eyes all focused on one of the Calamity Grade 

officers. 

This person was one of the direct offspring of Gorutan, the captain of this fleet. His name was Byram. 
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“That’s a battle of Beyond Grade As. It’s not suitable for us to interfere, I think,” Byram said hesitantly. 

“Black Star is here for revenge. It’s not a one-on-one spar. The battle is looking tough for father. We 

shouldn’t just watch him get beaten up,” another Calamity Grade officer said. 

“But we won’t be of much use in battles like this. Just the aftershocks of their battle will cost us huge 

losses.” Byram frowned. 



“We would at least be of some help. Every little helps. Father might need us.” 

Byram turned to look at him. As he expected, he saw burning passion in this person’s eyes. 

Naturally, not all of Gorutan’s children agreed with his way of raising his offspring, and their faction was 

not completely united. Although Gorutan was their father, they had many different mothers, which led 

to the internal structure of the faction being unstable. 

The stand Gorutan’s children had could be classified into three types. Byram was neutral; all he did was 

follow the rules and orders. He called Gorutan father, but he did not have much, if any, sense of 

belonging to the faction. The officer who kept persuading him to interfere with the battle was one of the 

loyal ones. 

While Byram thought about what to do, a huge fleet arrived from afar. Their exterior armor had the 

symbol of Beast Ancestor. This was the fleet that had come from the stronghold to back up Beast 

Ancestor after realizing that something was wrong. 

“Finally.” Byram was relieved. 

The two sides quickly gathered, and the various officers met. 

Since the reinforcements had already arrived, Byram could no longer just watch on the side. He shook 

his head and said, “Now, we have enough strength to interfere with this battle. Our goal won’t be to 

destroy the mechanical troops, just hold back some of them to reduce the pressure on father. Let’s go.” 

The fleet split up and gradually approached the battlefield. 

Han Xiao noticed this as well. He glanced at the fleet and frowned. 

During the exploration era, Beyond Grade As getting killed by fleets was nothing new. Even though 

Beyond Grade As were extremely strong, they could not completely ignore large fleets. If Beast 

Ancestor’s troops stepped into this battle, it would indeed cause some trouble for him. 

Although he was a Virtual Mechanic, he still had to gradually hack the enemies, which meant that his 

focus would be diverted. At the same time, he would also have to send some of his mechanical armies 

to fight the fleet, so Gorutan would immediately face much less pressure. It would not be a problem if it 

was just an ordinary enemy, but Gorutan was the same Grade as him, so any tiny change in the situation 

would be enlarged and made use of. 

Most of the fleet from Black Star’s stronghold was still cleaning the battlefield, and Han Xiao had given 

an order for them to send part of the fleet there to back him up when he left to go to Gorutan. 

However, Silver Shadow was too fast; the others were left behind and were still on their way. 

Suddenly, magic energy appeared out of nowhere. 

Buzz! 

As Beast Ancestor’s fleet was about to interfere, an enormous teleportation gate suddenly appeared, 

followed by a stream of battleships with the dynasty’s symbol, stopping Beast Ancestor’s fleet in its 

path. 



“The dynasty’s people are finally here.” Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled. 

Although the dynasty could not make it to rescue Hila, they ended up being useful now. Better late than 

never. 

Very soon, the reinforcements of the dynasty had all arrived. Ravenlaude was the last to fly out of the 

teleportation gate. He swung his staff and deactivated this huge teleportation spell. 

Having seen the situation, Kant smiled. 

“Looks like we’ve arrived just in time.” 

This accident was a surprise for Han Xiao but a shock to the Beast Ancestor’s subordinates. 

“Stop immediately!” 

Numerous Beyond Grade A energy sources appeared on the radar of the spaceships. Byram was 

horrified and quickly told his fleet to stop, not daring to continue advancing. The fleet stopped against 

the dynasty’s fleet. He became hesitant again. 

Kant and the others did not care about Beast Ancestor’s fleet. They all turned to look at the battlefield. 

Seeing the strength Han Xiao was displaying, they were all appalled. 

“Black Star during his explosive state is on a much higher level compared to his usual state,” Kohler said 

with a sigh. “Sadly, the price of such power is too huge.” 

Kant contacted Han Xiao, smiled, and asked, “How is it? Do you need help?” 

“Not letting him escape will do,” Han Xiao replied very soon. 

This was a private matter, as well as a rare opportunity for him to build a reputation, so Han Xiao 

planned to fight Gorutan alone. Since the dynasty’s allies had arrived, they could prevent others from 

interfering and create an undisturbed one-on-one battle, as well as prevent Gorutan from escaping. 

“Since you don’t need us to interfere, we will respect your wishes.” 

Kant had no problem with this decision. Following Han Xiao’s request, he ordered the fleet to split up 

and form an encirclement. 

Seeing that he was surrounded by enemies, Gorutan’s expression turned grave—he knew there was no 

backing away now. 

Did he regret it… a little bit. 

However, he did not dwell on it. What was done was done; he was not going to think about the ‘what 

if’s. 
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There was no point in overthinking anything. Gorutan just continued to launch even more powerful 

attacks, using all his strength without holding back. 

“Let me see all you’ve got, Black Star!” 



At the same time, Byram’s fleet on the side did not dare attack the dynasty’s fleet. They could only 

watch while the dynasty set up the encirclement right under their noses and do nothing as their boss got 

beaten up and surrounded. 

Seeing the dynasty’s stand on this matter, the various officers including Byram all felt uneasy. They had 

a feeling that the person they depended on might collapse. 

“Father has nowhere to run. The dynasty has made up their mind on capturing him.” 

“We can’t watch father get captured by the dynasty!” 

“But how can we help? There are many dynasty Beyond Grade As here. Us going in is just suicide.” 

“Is there even a way to solve this situation? Who can help us? Can the protectors of the Galactic Black 

Market help?” 

“Impossible. They’re definitely not looking to interfere in something this big.” 

As a protector of the Galactic Black Market, Gorutan had to rely on himself, and now he was alone. In 

situations like this, there was not going to be anyone like the Beyond Grade A allies of the three 

Universal Civilizations appearing to help him. 

The same thought hit all of them, including Byram, simultaneously. 

We’re done for… 

Having realized this possibility, some of the officers and the crew started to have other thoughts. 

Other than the loyal ones and the neutral ones, the rest were the rebels… Some of the offspring of Beast 

Ancestor hated their identity and their ‘father’ Gorutan. They felt that they were offspring on paper but 

actually just slaves. They had always been following the Beast Ancestor’s orders on the surface but 

would be more than glad to see Beast Ancestor killed in their hearts. 

Seeing that Gorutan was now facing the revenge of such a powerful enemy, these people were 

overjoyed. The ambition in their hearts kept expanding. 

… 

A teleportation gate suddenly appeared in a rural area of the Flickering World, and Traveler stepped out 

from it. 

“I’ve finally got out.” Traveler heaved a sigh of relief. He was quite wounded. 

He had flown for a very long time till he finally got out of the range of the Black Star’s fleet’s stabilization 

anchor. On the way, he had been chased by Ames and Hila and was heavily wounded. Luckily, in the 

end, he escaped Black Star’s territory through teleportation. 

Traveler took out his communicator and contacted the person in charge of the Super Star Cluster 

alliance. 

“The developments of the situation have deviated from the plan. Hila somehow returned to the Black 

Star Palace. Our plan has failed.” 



“We expected that. Black Star burned his potential in exchange for astonishing strength. Not only did he 

force the troops of the federation and the church to retreat, he even captured many Beyond Grade As. 

This message has yet to spread to the outside world; only high-level organizations know about it now. 

Your Excellency Traveler, it’s fine as long as you’re okay.” 

“I see…” Traveler shook his head. As he retrieved the Evil Convergence, the evil vibe he gave 

disappeared, and he became easy to look past again. “I’ve already offended the Black Star Army, so I’m 

going to make a trip to the secondary dimension and won’t be appearing in the main universe for a very 

long time. Don’t call me to do things for now.” 

“Understood. Since we could not start another conflict between the three Universal Civilizations, we 

won’t step foot in things like this for the time being and will slowly gather our strength for the next big 

move.” 

“Humph. Black Star doesn’t know my identity yet. He’ll just be unhappy about me at most. You guys 

won’t be affected. As long as I disappear, he’ll stop caring. By the way, Sorokin thought I was hired, so 

he might notice something. That guy is suspicious. Pay more attention to him.” 

“Understood.” 

Traveler said a few words before hanging up and sighed. 

I wonder how many years I’ll have to spend hiding in the secondary dimension this time… 

He silently looked at this universe one last time before casting a spell and stepping into the secondary 

dimension, disappearing without a trace. 

… 

Time passed quickly. 

The two people fought for a very long time, and before a large audience, the situation finally came to an 

end. 

Tons of mechanical troops were damaged and became many Grades lower. Three Apostle Weapons 

were completely scrapped, and four Apostle Weapons were unable to fight for the time being. The 

Mechanical Deity got shattered once, and Silver Shadow’s health fell below the danger line… After 

paying a huge price, Han Xiao was finally able to push Gorutan to his limits. 

Although peak Beyond Grade A Pugilists recovered energy very quickly, they did not have close to 

infinite energy like Kasuyi. 

Looking over the battlefield, it was filled with machinery debris. The Dimension Factory was still 

tirelessly recycling it all. 

In the middle of the battlefield, Gorutan was covered in wounds that were healing much slower than 

before and still spraying blood. His face was filled with exhaustion. 

“You’ve lost. Anything you want to say?” 

Han Xiao faced him, opened the helmet of the mechanical suit, and stared at him. 



Although part of this was thanks to the fact that he was in an explosive state, this was still the first time 

he had defeated a peak Beyond Grade A alone. 

“Ahem… a loss is a loss. There’s nothing to say.” Gorutan grinned, showing his teeth that were dyed red 

with blood. “What, you thought I would beg for mercy?” 

“There’s always a price to pay when messing with someone. Since you decided to do that, you should 

have thought of the possibility of this happening. 

“Humph, no need to say such nonsense to me. I knew what I was in for. At least I forced you to burn 

your potential. Your growth limit is now forever reduced, and you will never recover from it.” 

Han Xiao shook his head but was laughing in his mind. 

Even if he explained it, Gorutan would not believe it. Plus, he was not planning to explain it to anyone. 

He paused, changed the topic, and slowly said, “You provoked me back then. If you’d taken a step back, 

today would not have happened. Compared to the life span you lost, you’re going to lose much more 

now.” 

“If I did, that wouldn’t be me,” Gorutan said with a deep voice. “If I can’t do whatever I want, what’s the 

point of becoming so strong?” 

Some chased after strength itself, while some chased after what came with it. Every Beyond Grade A 

was the former. They only became the latter afterward. 

Not only Beyond Grade As, this was also the same for all Supers. 

“No matter what, I shall have your body with a smile.” Han Xiao raised his hand and pressed on 

Gorutan’s chest. 

“Humph, take it then. Don’t ever let me find the chance to turn the tables.” 
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Gorutan stood with a straight back, unafraid. 

Begging for mercy was the act of a loser, but he was mentally prepared long ago. Even with this loss, he 

still remained graceful. 

The next moment, this expression was fixed, and the spraying blood stopped moving. 

‘Beast Ancestor’ Gorutan was sealed in Spacetime Amber! 

Chapter 1058 Dust Settled 

“Hu… Finally caught this guy.” 

Gorutan, who was covered in wounds and sealed in the Spacetime Amber, looked like he was made into 

a specimen. 

Looking at the fixed expression on his face, Han Xiao finally relaxed. 



A peak Beyond Grade A fighting for his life had almost endless trump cards. If not because of his 

Spacetime Amber, the King, Silver Shadow, and his double Mechanical Senses, he might not have been 

able to beat him. 

After all, this time, he did not have a perfect trump card like the Esper Silence he had when facing 

EsGod, so the only choice was to fight head-on. Therefore, his mechanical army suffering huge losses 

was unavoidable. A huge number of mechanical soldiers had to be sent to the factory to be remade. 

Both sides were peak tanks. There was no situation where one attack would decide the results. The 

battle was basically countless repetitions of the same process, and whoever lasted longest would win. 
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If not because the dynasty’s allies were on the side, this would have definitely turned into a chase, 

which would have lasted much longer, and Gorutan might even have escaped. Nonetheless, the result of 

capturing Gorutan was ideal. 

“The goals have been achieved. Hila is protected, and the King’s functions have been showcased, which 

is more than enough to discourage others from thinking about attacking Hila. Even Gorutan is captured. 

The results of this event are going to be very beneficial for me.” 

Venting his anger was just one reason he had gone to fight Gorutan head-on. The main reason was to 

express his firm stance and instill fear in others. 

Due to how strong an impression he made as a very sociable and friendly person, plus the fact that he 

had kept a low profile for more than two decades, there were always people trying to test him, thinking 

that he was easy to mess with. 
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This time, he did not depend too much on the dynasty. It was basically his own achievement. Since he 

had done this, it was certain that the other organizations would have to think twice before trying to 

mess with him in the future, weighing up whether it would even be worth it. 

The only problem was, this achievement was too terrifying, almost unbelievable. 

Although the church and the federation’s people were not fighting for their lives and could not go all out 

due to many reasons, which gave him the opportunity to make full use of this flaw, the outside world 

would not care about all that. All they would see would be his achievement of fighting against twelve 

enemies all by himself. In front of this achievement, even capturing another peak Beyond Grade A was 

not as shocking. 

This was more than enough to be listed as one of the most shocking achievements of any Beyond Grade 

A in history! 

However, too much of something would never be good. He had achieved something that he was not 

supposed to achieve with the strength he had now, which was not without drawbacks. What Han Xiao 

was glad about was, Sierron had made it that all this way because he had ‘burned his potential’. 

This way, it would be much more acceptable for the various organizations, including the three Universal 

Civilizations, and the other Beyond Grade As. 



With that reasoning, as well as the Beyond Grade A united front, Manison would most likely not test him 

after seeing this astonishing achievement, which would eliminate a huge problem for him. 

At the same time, people saying that he was burning his potential would also not reduce the effects of 

his achievements. 

Although this explosive state was made possible with many Character Summon Cards, some of which 

could only be used once… 
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Others would not know that this was the case! 

Han Xiao knew clearly what those high-level organizations would be thinking—they would have a false 

assumption that as long as he was willing to pay the price of burning his potential again, he would be 

able to draw up this strength again! 

And even if he explained the truth to others, no one would believe him! 

Therefore, following this thought, the various organizations would all come to one conclusion… 

Don’t push Black Star too much! 

This way, the influence of this event could be understood without saying. 

As Han Xiao thought, a smile appeared on his face. 

“Since I’ve now planted fear in them, I can continue to develop myself slowly. It’s going to give me a big 

fortune…” 

At this time, he only had one thought. 

Sierron really is such a good friend! 

Suppressing the surprise in his heart, Han Xiao quickly told Phillip to clean up the battlefield and take 

away the Gorutan amber specimen. 

Having seen that the battle had ended, the dynasty allies finally came forward. 

“You’ve really outdone yourself this time. When this gets out, it’s definitely going to make a huge 

impact,” Kant said. “Sharp and brave, as one would expect from youngsters. When I was making a name 

for myself in the universe, I was young too. But now, I have to think of the pros and cons before making 

every single move. I’ve lost that courage.” 

“You’re being humble.” Han Xiao smiled. 

“Well, defeating Gorutan is just a small matter. The problem is, what do you plan to do with him?” 

Kant was not surprised by this result. Black Star was in an explosive state, and the battlefield favored 

him. Plus, he was also a peak Beyond Grade A. Therefore, defeating another peak Beyond Grade A 

seemed very normal, nothing compared to the absolutely shocking fact that he had forced twelve 

Beyond Grade As of the federation and the church to retreat. 



“Hmm, Gorutan has no one to rely on, and no one will come to bail him, so I’m going to keep him as part 

of my collection.” 

Beast Ancestor was one of the protectors of the Galactic Black Market. He did not have any background 

like the three Universal Civilizations. Therefore, there was, of course, no need for him to give Gorutan 

up. This was also one of the ways the three Universal Civilizations appealed to the Beyond Grade As. 

After all, no one could guarantee that they would never lose, and having one of the three Universal 

Civilizations backing them would make them feel much more assured. 

Kant nodded and said, “This incident was too sudden, so we couldn’t help much. Luckily, the results did 

not turn out too bad. The dynasty will help you to deal with the aftermath of this, and the dynasty’s 

upper echelons will probably come to negotiate with you very soon.” 

“I know.” 

At this time, Silver Shadow turned back to his normal appearance, which attracted the attention of 

everyone. 

Han Xiao nodded at him. 

“You were of great help this time, thanks. Follow me back later and be a guest at my place. I’ll keep my 

promise.” 

“I should be the one thanking you. If not for you, god only knows when I would’ve discovered this new 

ability I have.” 

Although Silver Shadow was quite heavily injured, having discovered a new ability made him quite 

happy. 

Kohler could not help but ask curiously, “Silver Shadow, what ability is that? Can you show it again?” 

“It’s one of the special forms I have, which Black Star had helped to discover…” 

Silver Shadow chatted passionately with the others, and Han Xiao nodded in his mind. 

With my influence, this guy is probably going to start his Uber life much earlier… 

However, with the help I gave him, it will probably be quite much easier for me to make him my private 

Uber. 

This time, Han Xiao turned to look at Ravenlaude, who was staying silent and looking like he wanted to 

say something but did not, so Han Xiao started the conversation. 

“How you doing? Have your wounds healed?” 

“Pretty much…” Ravenlaude thought of his experience of getting beaten into a pulp not long ago, 

resignation appeared in his eyes. 

“Haha, thank you for letting the past be the past and coming to help this time.” Han Xiao smiled. 

“I didn’t help much.” 



“Don’t say that. If not because you relayed the message, the dynasty’s reinforcements would not have 

arrived here so soon. I owe you one for this.” 

A hint of a smile finally appeared on his face. He felt much better. 

Aiyo, although Black Star is irritating sometimes, he’s quite a good guy overall. 

Sorry Ty-Ty, I probably won’t be able to join your anti-Black Star alliance. Hang in there! 

Suddenly, they all felt something and turned to look at the source of it. Beast Ancestor’s fleet, which had 

been watching from the side, was now quickly retreating. 
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Kohler shook his head and said sarcastically, “They watched on as their leader was attacked. Such wise 

subordinates.” 

“With Gorutan gone, his organization will split up very soon.” Beyoni snorted. “But that’s a good thing. 

I’ve always disliked the things this guy did. If he did not buy tons of females from the Galactic Black 

Market, he would not have been able to make so many offspring. With his organization gone, the 

slavery business of the black market will take a hit.” 

“You’re probably the last person here who has the right to say that…” Han Xiao remembered that 

Beyoni also had a huge harem. 

“That’s completely different. I chose mine from my people and never forced anyone. I’m not spreading 

my seed all over the universe.” 

Beyoni was quite proud, and he felt that he had the moral high ground. 

Among the Beyond Grade As, there were actually quite a number of people who did not like Gorutan’s 

way of doing things, but no one messed with him because of how strong he was. Now that the dynasty’s 

allies present had seen Gorutan get defeated by Han Xiao, they were all glad. 

Han Xiao did not bother entertaining him and silently opened the interface. 

Including Gorutan, he had captured a total of five Beyond Grade As, which far exceeded the 

requirements of the mission. The mission was now shown as ‘completed’. 

“Five chances to draw abilities. I’ll have to make full use of them.” 

Han Xiao was very excited. 

He decided that he had to pray and touch Feidin before drawing the mission reward, or it would be a 

huge waste if he received some useless abilities. 

Beep beep! 

The communicator suddenly rang. He glanced at it. It was a call from Urranrell. 

He picked it up and said, “Your Excellency Urranrell.” 



“I’ve understood the situation. The dynasty will negotiate with the federation and the church, now tell 

me the details of what happened.” 

“Okay, so it started…” Han Xiao explained the situation and skipped some details in between. 

“To think that Hila has such an ability…” 

After Han Xiao finished, Urranrell kept silent for a while. She then suddenly changed the topic and 

asked, “What about you? What price did you pay? Did you really burn your potential?” 

“Yes,” Han Xiao said without any change of expression. 

“How big is the impact of that exactly?” 

“I don’t know.” 

“Sigh… You were too headstrong this time. You could have shrouded Hila in Spacetime Amber, and we 

could’ve bailed her afterward. This was avoidable. You have the highest potential in history. It’s not 

worth doing something so unwise just to vent your anger.” 

“No, if I did that, I would have helped the enemies to take away Hila’s ability to fight back. Plus, there 

are too many uncertainties to bailing someone out. The church might not be willing to make the deal 

and might keep Hila forever, and the federation would demand that I unseal the Ten Thousand Deity 

Scepter. Furthermore, Hila isn’t the dynasty’s ally, so the dynasty is in no position to bail her.” 

Urranrell frowned slightly. 

“What you’re saying is, despite this incident, you still aren’t willing to let Hila join the dynasty?” 

“Hila has her own will. You’re saying it like I can force her,” Han Xiao joked. 

“Joining the alliance will help to avoid something like this from happening again. Do try to convince her. 

I’m sure she won’t want to see you burn your potential for her again,” Urranrell said. 

“… Got it.” 

If the dynasty used this to persuade Hila, given her personality, she might really agree to it. Urranrell 

indirectly gave him a reminder. 

Han Xiao shook his head. Just as he hung up the call, another communication request came. 

He looked at it. This time, it was from his headquarters. 

The scene of the Black Star Palace command room appeared. Hila stood at the front, and beside her 

were Ames and Aurora. Around them were the many officers of the army. They were all looking at Han 

Xiao on the screen with concern. 

“Black Star, are you okay?” 

“I’m fine. It’s been dealt with. I’ve captured Gorutan. Hila, he’s the person who leaked the information 

to get revenge on you. You don’t have to worry about him anymore.” Han Xiao smiled. 

Hila bit her lips. 



Black Star did everything to protect her. He even got rid of the root of this incident. Looking at Han Xiao 

trying to look like it was no big deal and thinking of how tough of a battle Han Xiao had gone through for 

her, all the words of appreciation were stuck in Hila’s throat. 

Words were too light, not enough to express how touched and thankful she was. 

Seeing this, Han Xiao joked and said, “Say something if you want to. Being this hesitant doesn’t fit the 

impression I have of you.” 

Hila took a deep breath, stared into Han Xiao’s eyes, and said, “You will forever be my… army 

commander.” 

There was no thank you. It was more like a promise, a declaration. 

Hearing this, Han Xiao wiped the smile off his face. He looked into Hila’s eyes with a serious expression 

and slowly nodded. 

“Okay.” 

“I heard from Hila that you burned your potential?” Ames softly said from the side. 

“Don’t worry, that’s all fake. I actually did not suffer any losses at all.” 

Ames nodded lightly. To her, this was clearly a white lie that Han Xiao said to comfort them. 

She did not deny Han Xiao of his ‘kindness’ and only remembered it. 

Han Xiao suddenly thought of something. “By the way, where did Traveler go?” 

“He ran away, but we injured him,” Hila said. “Before he left, he said that the Black Star Army disobeyed 

the rules and fought someone who came to challenge as a group. Is he really related to this incident?” 

“Humph, this guy is such a drama queen… Leave him alone. He’s a sh*t-stirrer at most. There’s no time 

to deal with him now. That’s for later.” 

Han Xiao exhaled and said, “I’ll be going back first. We’ll probably be quite busy for some time…” 

… 

The entire universe was paying attention to the Flickering World, and this huge news erupted all of a 

sudden, spreading like wildfire through all channels, ignoring the restrictions of distance. 

Every single person who saw the news was shocked. 

The federation and the church had gathered twelve Beyond Grade As to kill the Black Star Army’s 

second in command, but they were forced to retreat by Black Star’s main body, who even captured a 

few of the attackers. Not only that, even the Galactic Black Market’s Gorutan was held responsible for 

this by Black Star because he was involved and was captured alive. 
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This means that… Black Star had fought twelve Beyond Grade As alone and won! 

Are you kidding me‽ 



All the news after the Flickering World opened combined would probably not be as shocking as this! 

The entire universe was driven into a frenzy! 

Chapter 1059 Impact 

In the Federation of Light’s Central Galaxy territory, a small spaceship with the army’s symbol was slowly 

moving in the cosmic space. The people of the Black Star Army’s Abyss of Stars division were onboard. 

This was the Federation of Light’s territory. The Black Star Army had been invited to build a subdivision 

there long ago. However, the market was already split up by the various organizations, and given the 

sensitive relationship the federation and the dynasty had, this subdivision had experienced very limited 

growth in the region. 

The Black Star Army was not popular everywhere, at least not here. The subdivision members there 

could not enjoy the reputation of the army, so they could not feel the benefits that came with the 

influence of the Black Star Army. Instead, they were even bullied by some local Beyond Grade A 

organizations, so their time there was not the best. 

That day, however, everything changed. 

At this time, inside the hall of this small spaceship, all the crews gathered and watched the virtual screen 

in the hall, which was playing the news. 

“According to reliable sources, an incident erupted in the Flickering World yesterday. A total of twelve 

Beyond Grade As of the Arcane Church and the Federation of Light attacked the Black Star Army’s 

frontline stronghold in the free competition zone, attempting to kill the Black Star Army’s deputy 

captain, ‘Goddess of Death’ Hila. After the event occurred, Black Star quickly arrived at the scene and 

fought the twelve Beyond Grade A enemies alone. In the end, all enemies were exiled, and five were 

captured, one from the Arcane Church and three from the Federation of Light—’Red Devil’ Tolaen, 

‘Energy Soul’ Womre, ‘Lone Ranger’ Jackornitz, and Hades. After that, Black Star traveled far to capture 

another Beyond Grade A who was suspected to be involved in this incident, ‘Beast Ancestor’ Gorutan. 

What Black Star has done has shocked the entire world. The reason behind this incident is still being 

investigated…” 
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As soon as this ended, the cabin was filled with cheers of triumph! 

“Woo!” 

All the crew members present raised their hands and cheered. They were visibly overjoyed. 

“Hahaha, the federation’s people have finally been taught a lesson!” 
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“Our Army Commander is invincible!” 

Many of them had come because of Black Star’s name to begin with. Now that they saw what a shocking 

feat their leader had achieved, they were filled with burning passion and respect. 



This news was a gigantic morale boost and had become the hottest topic within the army, even more so 

for the subdivision crew present. They were stationed in the Abyss of Stars and had faced a lot of 

difficulties. Now that their boss had captured three Beyond Grade As of the federation, one of whom 

was the leader of an organization that had been causing a lot of trouble for them, they felt that their 

army commander had given them justice. 

The joy lasted quite a while before dissipating. In this festive atmosphere, this spaceship arrived at its 

destination. This was a transfer planet. The spaceship had gone there many times before. Following the 

instructions, it safely parked at the port. 

As soon as the various subdivision members disembarked from the spaceship, they felt the difference. 

They looked around and saw that the passersby had all stopped to greet them with nods and looks, and 

their eyes were filled with complicated emotions such as surprise, fear, and curiosity. 

This time, the port’s registration point approached. Compared to the formal manners they had always 

displayed, the attendant’s face was filled with passion and a fawning smile. This was something these 

subdivision members rarely saw. 

“Haha, look at these guys. They never knew to respect us, but now they’re afraid.” 

Seeing the change in attitude of the people around, a sense of pride appeared in their hearts. They felt 

honored and glad that they had joined the Black Star Army. 

The reason for these changes, of course, was the world-shaking achievement the army commander had 

made recently. The reputation of his faction had rocketed to the peak in the entire universe! 
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With a leader like him, the future of the organization was as bright as ever. 

This was not an isolated event. Scenes just like this could be seen everywhere across the universe. 

… 

Currently, almost all the players were in the World Server. When the players at the frontline stronghold 

uploaded the battle recording, everyone’s attention was immediately absorbed by the news. 

On the forums, this incident had filled up the entire Flickering World panel, and countless people were 

discussing it. 

The players did not know the details. All they paid attention to was Black Star’s terrifying achievement. 

With his exceptional performance, Hila was completely ignored. It was assumed that Han Xiao had 

fought twelve enemies alone. 

Although they knew that Black Star was among the strongest in the entire universe, this absolutely 

exceeded the imagination of the players. They were not too familiar with the difference in strength 

between Beyond Grade As and were full of disbelief. 

“This is absolutely bonkers!” 



“I remember that he was also surrounded during the Planet Lighthouse battle, but back then, the army 

commander had the help of the dynasty allies. This time, he needed no help, yet he still defeated twelve 

Beyond Grade As alone, capturing four!” 

“Paging Bun-Hit-Dog, wake up and make your video, quickly!” 

“I heard that the army commander sacrificed a lot in exchange for such strength, all to protect Hila.” 

“This is probably what love is.” 

“I’m getting on that ship!” 

“Our captain is the best!” 

Other than expressing shock, the various players were also speculating about the influence this incident 

would have. 

Currently, the competition was intense in the Flickering World, and the Black Star Army had been 

affected as well. For something like this to happen, its impact would be incomprehensible. 

Furthermore, the army commander also expressed his stand to hold all the people involved responsible 

no matter how difficult it would be by capturing Gorutan, who provided assistance. 

This way, Black Star Army’s faction advantage would climb to the peak. Who would dare mess with Black 

Star during the Flickering World competition period? 

To the Chinese players, one saying explained the impact of this achievement Black Star had made 

perfectly… 

When you make one amazing punch, you’ll avoid a hundred punches. 

Comparatively, this had made a more obvious contrast to the organizations that the Black Star Army had 

warned during the faction war incident earlier. 

Due to the ‘no fighting back’ policy these organizations took, the innocent casual players in these 

organizations had a much stronger opinion about how important factions were. They were already 

unsatisfied with their factions to start with, and when they saw this news, many people were convinced 

to switch factions. 

Of course, their top choice was the Black Star Army. 

The players of the various countries who had only recently joined the army had another perspective 

about this incident. 

In the previous versions, the players of the various countries could only watch the Black Star Army from 

afar. Now that they had joined the Star Field and could finally be a part of it, they had a brand-new 

experience when discussing it as members of the faction. 

In the past, they could only watch others praise Black Star, but now they could join in and do it together, 

which felt completely different. 



Some new army players immediately experienced how amazing it was to have a powerful faction leader. 

They were sending out even more ‘captain is the best’ messages than the senior members. The forums 

were almost completely occupied by the army players. The atmosphere was festive. 

On the other hand, the senior members were also enjoying the sense of superiority, thinking, You guys 

are too young. This is no big deal. 

… 

In the Arcane Church, the various Beyond Grade As and the upper echelons’ remote projections had 

gathered to discuss how to deal with this incident. 
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Although their mission had failed and they had lost Tolaen, the people present did not look too 

unhappy. They were even somewhat secretly glad. 

“This mission’s failed. We could not kill Hila, but we’re not disappointed with the results.” An upper 

echelon of the church spoke. “Your Excellency Kasuyi, you’ve done a great job, shattering the 

federation’s plans and causing them to lose three Beyond Grade As. We are very satisfied with the 

decisions you’ve made.” 

“I’ve only made a few contributions,” Kasuyi replied calmly. 

“Hehe, don’t be so humble. Compared to Hila, it’s more important to prevent the federation from 

obtaining a chip to unseal the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter.” 

The upper echelons were smiling. Thinking that they had made the Federation of Light suffer such a big 

loss, they were all in quite a good mood. 

“Nonetheless, the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter is still in the federation’s hands, so it’s best to negotiate 

with Black Star or the dynasty to see if we can get one of the federation’s captives from them so we can 

exchange for the Ten Thousand Deity Scepter.” 

Kasuyi nodded. “Although the operation has failed, we still offended the Black Star Army. Odds of the 

negotiation succeeding are not high, but it’s worth a try.” 

“Hmm… By the way, you said Black Star showcased an ability similar to Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening 

Transportation and sent Hila back to his headquarters despite the spacetime being sealed. Is that true?” 

“Of course, I’m certainly not mistaken.” 

Hearing this, the man pondered and said, “Since that’s the case, we’ll have no choice but to cancel all 

plans directed at Hila…” 

Since Black Star had the ability to ignore spacetime stabilization, there was no point in targeting Hila 

since she would be able to leave any time. 

The ability of the King mechanical suit that Han Xiao had displayed had completely shattered all plans 

the church had for Hila. She was now finally in a safe spot. 



Seeing the responses of the upper echelons, Sagman and the other ‘former prison mates’ exchanged 

looks and saw complicated emotions in each other’s eyes. It was the resignation of knowing that they 

would not be able to take revenge and the delight that they had escaped this time. 

This time, another church upper echelon spoke. This was a member of the Bishops. “Putting Black Star’s 

technology aside, the federation is going to be the one with the biggest headache. I just want to ask, 

what do you guys think of Black Star’s strength?” 

The various Beyond Grade As exchanged looks before all looking at Kasuyi. 

Kasuyi pondered for a while and said, “What Black Star has achieved in this battle is very shocking, but 

since we’re involved in it and know the details, we know that although Black Star is not as strong as the 

outside world says he is, he’s still very strong. His raw strength is not the main issue; it’s the fact that his 

combat strategy almost has no weaknesses. His indestructible body made up for the biggest weakness 

of a Mechanic, and with the help of the Spacetime Amber, his actual combat capabilities far exceed the 

level he’s at. It’s tough to judge… From this incident onward, we’ll have to look at Black Star in a new 

light. He has two states, normal and explosive, the latter being on an entirely different level to the 

former. 

“Although Black Star burned his potential this time, since he can burn it the first time, he will be able to 

burn it again. Among all Beyond Grade As, not many can guarantee a win against Black Star during his 

explosive state. Therefore, it’s best not to push him into that situation.” 

After hearing this, the church superiors exchanged looks. 

Well, you’re basically telling us not to mess with Black Star, aren’t you? 

… 

On the other side, the Federation of Light also hosted a similar conference. The atmosphere was 

completely different from the Arcane Church—it was extremely serious and grave. 

President Bader looked around and said with a serious tone, “A total of three Beyond Grade As are in 

the dynasty’s hands. Who can tell me how it ended up like this? Which one of you can give me an 

explanation?” 

The remote projections of the various Beyond Grade As present had no words. They all uncontrollably 

glanced at the three empty seats. 

Bader’s mood was as if he had stepped in dog sh*t on the sidewalk. 

Before the mission, he felt that this mission would almost certainly be a success. Even if they would not 

be able to capture Hila, with the Multi-Dimensional Sky Opening Transportation Device and six Beyond 

Grade As, retreating safely would not be a problem at all. However, he had never expected to suffer 

such a huge loss. 

This result made him suspect that something had gone wrong along the way. 

Bader turned to look at Sierron and said with a deep voice, “You were the leader of this operation. I had 

high hopes for you. What do you have to say now?” 



Noticing the blame in the President’s tone, Sierron said furiously, “It’s all because of Kasuyi!” 

Hearing this, none of the various federation upper echelons had good looks on their faces. 

Back during the Planet Lighthouse battle, the federation had plotted against the church, and now it 

became the other way round. 

Many people felt that they could finally understand how the church felt back then. 

This time, Manison calmly said, “The church’s interference is an important factor, but the main reason is 

that Black Star expected this and deliberately used false information of his whereabouts to misguide the 

outside world, while his main body hid nearby and surprised Sierron and the others. Plus, there’s the 

fact that they could not linger around in enemy territory and could not maximize their strength, which 

led to them being defeated by Black Star one by one. Don’t underestimate a peak Beyond Grade A 

Mechanic.” 

Bader narrowed his eyes and looked over. “I heard you were involved in this too, and you fought with 

Gorutan.” 

“That’s right.” Manison nodded and did not deny it. 

Bader gave him a meaningful look, but he did not continue asking more questions. He changed the topic 

and said coldly, “The most imminent issue is to negotiate with the dynasty to bail the three Beyond 

Grade A allies out. Don’t mess with Black Star for the time being.” 

Then, he left the conference immediately. He did not want to see these troubling allies of his at least for 

today. 

… 

In Tarunamir Palace’s conference room, Urranrell supported her chin with her crossed hands and looked 

around at those present. 

“The incident has come to an end, you all know the details, tell me your thoughts.” 

They stayed silent for a while before one upper echelon spoke. “Black Star has dealt with this very 

beautifully. He exceeded our expectations completely. Currently, we have Beyond Grade A captives as 

chips, so we have the upper hand in the negotiation. Black Star has displayed his trump card, so we have 

to judge his strength at a higher level. In my opinion, although we did not start this incident, we should 

still give Black Star some compensation for him burning his potential, to show him how important he is 

to us.” 

“Hmm, not bad.” 

While responding, Urranrell secretly glanced at the hawk faction’s Bekorodi, only to realize Bekorodi’s 

eyes were half-closed. It looked like he did not plan to speak. 

Originally, Bekorodi thought that Black Star would have to rely on the dynasty’s help to get through this, 

so he insisted on demanding that Hila join the dynasty. Now, however, Black Star had basically handled 

the problem all by himself, and the dynasty barely helped at all, so this proposal would no longer make 

sense. 



Furthermore, Han Xiao’s achievement had shocked Bekorodi too. All the dynasty’s upper echelons 

valued him much more. In this environment, Bekorodi had nothing to say, so he stayed silent. 

Seeing that no one opposed the idea, Urranrell continued. “About compensating Black Star, I plan to 

carry out a plan… to temporarily open up the selling rights of the Evolutionary Totems.” 
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Many upper echelons’ eyes widened in surprise when they heard this. 

Very few had expected this and had knowing looks on their faces. 

Due to the Evolution Cube, the dynasty was not on good terms with Black Star. There were some cracks 

in their relationship. 

However, through this incident, the dynasty saw Black Star’s abilities and decided to take a step back to 

fix this. 

Chapter 1060 The Godlike Battle 

Bright starlight reflected in Sorokin’s pupils through the floor to ceiling windows of the top floor. He 

stood before the window and looked up at the starry night. 

 “Gorutan is done for…” 

To think that just a few days ago, he had been chattering and laughing with Gorutan in his palace. 

Sorokin mourned for three seconds. 

Although he was mostly just the messenger in this incident, he had still secretly intended to shift the 

direction of how things played out. However, all plots were shattered by Black Star with pure power. 

Even he felt a sense of resignation. 

“Wasn’t able to use Hila to start a conflict, what a shame.” Sorokin shook his head. “However, 

considering that Gorutan is no more, it’s not too bad.” 

Gorutan was a shareholder of the Limitless Financial Group, and Sorokin had used his own identity as a 

shareholder to gain protection while strengthening his connection with the Galactic Black Market 

through Gorutan’s routes. 

Advertisement 

After so many years, Sorokin had already infiltrated the Galactic Black Market using Gorutan’s 

connections. Even if these connections were broken, his business would not be affected much. 

However, he could not possibly kick Gorutan away after using him. 

Due to this incident, he would have one less shareholder to share the dividends with, which would 

actually save Sorokin some money. Some of his businesses that he had given to Gorutan in the past 

could now be retrieved and developed as usual. At the same time, he would also be able to slowly chip 

away Beast Ancestor’s organization’s main business and their market share. 



“Hmm, Gorutan being gone isn’t a bad thing for me. Maybe I can use the shareholder position he left 

behind as a bargaining chip to gain the support of other protectors of the Galactic Black Market and 

make me a new protector of the Galactic Black Market.” 

Sorokin narrowed his eyes as he thought about how he could benefit from this. 
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Although he did work together with Gorutan, business partners were not really on his side in Sorokin’s 

eyes. To him, the relationships he had with these people were purely built on mutual interests. 

Therefore, he was not sad about Gorutan being gone at all. Rather, he was happy with the fact that he 

now had one less person to share profits with. 

“Nonetheless, Black Star’s strength is indeed quite incredible… 

“After this, the Crimson Dynasty will likely reevaluate their relationship with Black Star. There’s a sixty 

percent chance they will temporarily put aside any arguments regarding the ownership of the Evolution 

Cube. They’ll then compensate Black Star by opening up the purchasing rights of the totems, bribing his 

heart and displaying their clear intention of wooing him… Hmm, then my deal with the federation, the 

church, and the dynasty’s hawk faction can be put aside. It’s time to stop interfering with the Black Star 

Army’s businesses.” 

The Limitless Financial Group had made deals with multiple parties before starting to disrupt the Black 

Star Army’s businesses. The core reason was the Evolutionary Totems. 

The federation and the church wanted to pressure the dynasty in various ways to force them to open 

the purchasing rights of the totems, so they wanted to influence the dynasty through Black Star. The 

dynasty’s hawk faction’s goal was to pressure Black Star and convince him to exchange the Evolution 

Cube for other Universal Treasures. If the dynasty opened up the purchasing rights of the totems, this 

problem would be solved instantly. Thus, the Limitless Financial Group would have no reason to 

continue pressuring the Black Star Army. 

Other than these considerations, Sorokin also planned to stay low for some time. 

Black Star had achieved something that was more than enough to be written down in history; now 

would be the time his influence was at its peak. If the Limitless Financial Group acted too out of line, 

Black Star would most likely target them even more. Hence, keeping a low profile would not be bad. 

Sorokin did not want to make things ugly. After all, Black Star was the local dragon of the Flickering 

World. Small conflicts would still be fine, but it would not be pretty if things escalated. 

If Black Star used his explosive abilities again, even he would have to face him with all his strength. He 

did not want to expose his strength and lose his camouflage as someone ‘weak’ and ‘fragile’. 
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“Hmm, Traveler too…” Sorokin’s eyes flickered. “It’s best to get rid of him.” 

… 



“Didn’t expect Black Star to eliminate Gorutan so decisively. Looks like my reminder was part of the 

reason…” 

Somewhere within the free competition zone, Secret Master looked at the news playing on the 

communicator and frowned. 

Like Gorutan, he had been a protector of the Galactic Black Market for many years. The two of them had 

many conflicts both on the surface and secretly. He understood Gorutan’s strength and knew that he 

was no match for him, or the one taking the position as the Limitless Financial Group shareholder would 

not have been Gorutan. 

Seeing that Gorutan had been eliminated by Black Star, Secret Master was shocked while at the same 

time felt complicated about losing an old rival. 

Of course, feelings were one thing. If anyone wanted to bail Gorutan out, he would be the first to 

oppose it. 

After some time, Secret Master adjusted his mindset and started thinking about how he could benefit 

from this. 

“The organization left behind by Beast Ancestor is a huge chunk of meat. It’s best to share it to make my 

own organization stronger. Hmm, among those offspring of his, there seem to be some who are quite 

talented. I can make them work under me… If I take them to see the Beast Ancestor’s specimen, it will 

probably be very fun…” 

Thinking about that, Secret Master could not help but smile. 

“Black Star did something huge this time. It’d be best to keep in contact with him in the future. Black 

Star will lead the shared front of the Beyond Grade As. I should pay more attention to this matter.” 

… 

Somewhere in the Constellation Corridor, a dynasty patrol ship was slowly moving. 

In a cabin, a dynasty male wearing a low-grade officer uniform leaned on the railing. He held a 

communicator and watched it with a naive smile. 

This person was very muscular. He looked ordinary and friendly, without the special position marking on 

his uniform. It would be very hard for someone to think that this was a Grade C Super combatant of the 

Pugilist class. 

This time, a few colleagues doing the daily patrolling walked over and saw this buff man. Someone 

yelled, “Yo, Karlot, what are you watching that made you smile so brightly?” 

“Ah, I’m watching the news.” Karlot turned around and smiled. 

This person was the Beyond Grade A potential stock Han Xiao had once paid attention to, a peak Beyond 

Grade A Pugilist of the dynasty in his previous life. 

More than twenty years ago, he was still a child who was studying in the dynasty’s Super Academy and 

had yet to even awaken his class. Now that more than twenty years had passed, he had turned from a 



frank child to a frank adult who was just Grade C. His growth could not be considered fast; it was 

mediocre. 

Due to Han Xiao’s interference, his growth took a different path from before but still had the same 

overall effect. Karlot still joined the dynasty military after graduating, and after ten years or so, he was 

still a low-grade combatant who was rarely promoted if at all. 

This time, a few colleagues of his approached and saw the news about Han Xiao on the communicator. 

“His Excellency Black Star? Ha, as expected!” a colleague joked. “Sigh, sadly, you know Black Star, but 

Black Star doesn’t know you, his top fan.” 

“He does know me. When I was young, His Excellency Black Star once personally tried to recruit me. 

He…” 

Before Karlot finished his sentence, his colleagues were already laughing out loud. 

“Hahaha, you’re at it again!” 
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“Keep going, don’t stop.” 

“The legendary man with so much talent that even Black Star personally tried to recruit… Poah, haha, I 

can’t do this. Let me laugh a while longer!” 

Seeing this, Karlot was not angry at all. He only scratched his head and smiled with resignation. 

Ever since he came into contact with Han Xiao when he was a kid, he had been paying attention to 

anything related to Han Xiao in the news. In time, Han Xiao had become his idol. A colleague had once 

asked him the reason, so he told the truth. However, to his surprise, no one believed him, which made 

him the king of jokes among his colleagues. 

Black Star would personally try to recruit an ordinary Grade C dynasty officer? 

Who would believe that? 

Position depended on strength. Even though Han Xiao had once personally tried to recruit him, more 

than twenty years had passed, and Karlot’s growth had proved to not match the word ‘genius’. This 

incident also got forgotten and not written in his resume. He had no intention of proving it to his 

colleagues. He did not care if others believed him, and he did not mind being made fun of. 

At the start, due to Black Star, the school had high hopes for him. However, after they realized he had 

ordinary talent, they gave up on him. Nonetheless, Karlot was not affected by it, nor was he in a hurry to 

prove himself. All he did was slowly and patiently train while enjoying the process. 

Throughout the years, even Karlot occasionally wondered if Black Star had made a mistake back then. 

However, this did not trouble him. 

The disappointment and derision of others had little effect on him, and he did not think it was 

something worth getting angry over. 



If he was destined to be ordinary, he would embrace it. He focused on the things he wanted to do; there 

was no need to force others to look up to him. This had always been the way Karlot lived his life. 

Shaking his head with resignation, Karlot ignored his colleagues who were laughing and looked at the 

communicator again. Seeing Han Xiao in the papers, he smiled from the bottom of his heart. 

… 

Galaxy Calendar Year 730, February 18th. This was a day noted in history. 

On this day, Black Star fought a battle in the Flickering World that could rarely happen even every 

hundred years. Initially, the church and the federation’s assassination mission for Hila might have 

become the fuse to cause the conflict between the three Universal Civilizations to erupt, but Black Star 

singlehandedly extinguished its flames and caused a sensation! 

This news even surpassed the Flickering World. Even the competition and fighting stopped temporarily. 

The various organizations inside the free competition zone all maintained a low profile to see how things 

would go from there. 

Countless galactic residents knew that Black Star was a top tier individual in the universe, but as a 

‘newbie’ who had only appeared a few decades prior, Han Xiao did not achieve a lot of notable things. In 

terms of his reputation, there was still quite a difference between him and Manison, Kasuyi, and those 

senior peak Beyond Grade As. 

This news, however, refreshed the image countless people had of him once again. His reputation 

universally skyrocketed. 

What happened on this day was given a nickname by the outside world—Black Star’s Godlike Battle—

which surpassed all his past achievements and became the most notable deed on his resume. 

At the same time, the Wayne Card company once again made an announcement to drastically buff Black 

Star’s card in the next version, while at the same time introducing the memorial card sets with the ‘Black 

Star’s Godlike Battle’ theme. They were quick and familiar with benefiting from what was popular at the 

time. 

The other neutral Beyond Grade As were shocked by Black Star’s achievements. Thinking of what had 

happened to Gorutan, more people further confirmed the strategy to not become Black Star’s enemy 

but become his ally… 

While the incident was brewing and countless people were paying attention to the Black Star Army, Han 

Xiao returned right back to Black Star Palace and announced to the outside world that he would be 

resting for some time. 

… 

Within Black Star Palace, Han Xiao did not chat much with the various officers, only greeting them 

simply before he quickly hurried back to his personal training location. He then closed the gate and 

locked himself inside. 

Feidin and Nero had been present earlier, and Han Xiao had already rubbed them. 



Inside the room, he opened the mission list with his hands covered in luck, took a deep breath, and 

prayed. 

After praying silently for some time, Han Xiao then clicked the ‘complete’ option on [Rescue Hila]. 

_____________________ 

[Rescue Hila] completed! 

You have received 92 Billion EXP, 4 Random Rewards, and 1 Blank Character Summon Card. 

You have received 1 Universe Legendary Point. 

Universe Legendary Point: Godlike Battle—You single-handedly fought twelve enemies and achieved a 

result that shocked the entire universe. From this point onward, your name shall be written into history 

and mentioned along with the strongest group of people in history. Your name will get passed on even if 

stars shift and seas dry up, as one of the symbols of peak individual greatness! 

_____________________ 

Han Xiao was not surprised. He rubbed his hands and looked at the following notification. 

There were four Unknown Character Summon Cards. Given the fact that so many people participated in 

the battle, he did not know what he could get either. 

If he got those weak ones, it would clearly not be good, but if he got a Character Summon Card of 

someone strong, the chance of it having a powerful ability would also be much greater. 

Having looked at the notification, Han Xiao’s eyes sparkled with surprise. 

_____________________ 

You have received [Character Summon Card: Kasuyi]! 
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You have received [Character Summon Card: Sierron]! 

You have received [Character Summon Card: Gorutan]! 

You have received [Character Summon Card: Hila]! 

 


